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ABSTRACT 

A special purpose, problem-oriented computer 

language for the simulation of general system theoretic 

models is developed and implemented. The language, referred 

to by the acronym DIGEST (Discrete GEneral System Theory), is 

designed to maintain a considerable amount of notational 

compatibility with general system theory. The language 

implementation requires the realization of data objects and 

routines to handle such constructs as sets, functions, 

systems and so forth. 

The language implementation is developed in a 

machine-independent, portable fashion. The general method 

or plan for porting the implementation relies on the 

structuring of the implementation into levels. The upper 

level is written in a machine-independent language with all 

machine-dependent features replaced by calls to primitive 

functions in the lower level. The lower level is rewritten 

for each new machine to interface the implementation into the 

particular machine environment. To demonstrate the applica

bility of the designs presented, DIGEST was implemented and 

then ported to another machine. 

x 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation describes the implementation of a 

general system theoretic computer language. The main 

research consisted of designing data objects to represent 

complex data structures and of designing the language 

implementation in a machine-independent, portable fashion. 

l'.l Organization of this Study 

The computer language which was implemented in 

conjunction with the basic research of this dissertation is 

designed to aid in the analysis and design of discrete-time 

general system theoretic models; thus, the acronym DIGEST 

(Discrete GEneral System Theory). Since DIGEST is based on 

the notations and constructs of general system theory, a 

brief overview of general system theory is presented in 

Chapter 2. The syntax and semantics of the DIGEST program

ming language are presented in Chapter 3. 

The implementation of DIGEST is described in two 

chapters. Chapter 4 is a detailed look at the design of the 

data representations for objects such as sets, functions, 

systems and so forth. Chapter 5 is a narrative description 

of the implementation. Special attention is given to 

1 
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sections which are innovative or unique to. the implementation 

of DIGEST. More standard aspects of the implementation are 

covered only in cursory fashion. 

Chapter 6 defines the concepts of machine independence 

and portability as viewed by. the author and presents the 

design for porting the implementation of' DIGEST. The concept 

of two separate, levels of routines in an implementation is 

presented as an approach, to the portability problem. The 

upper level is coded in an appropriate machine-independent 

language with all interfaces with machine-dependent features 

coded as calls to functions in the lower level. The lower 

level consists of machine-dependent routines written specifi

cally for a particular machine environment. 

In Chapter 7, a summary of the work leading to this 

dissertation is given, and the author's conclusions and 

suggested extensions are presented. 

1.2 The Purpose of this Study 

The implementation of DIGEST is an interdisciplinary 

project between the computer scientists and systems engineers. 

The purpose of this study is. tQ provide a new tool for system 

analysis while doing investigations into some basic research 

areas of computer science. The result is contributions to 

both disciplines. 

From the standpoint of a systems engineer, the main 

contributions of this study are the additions it makes to the 
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current technologies for system analysis and design. As the 

types of system problems become more complex, new and more 

sophisticated' methods are needed for their analysis. Hope

fully, DIGEST will prove to be a useful tool for solving such 

problems. 

If yiewed from computer science, the implementation 

of DIGEST presented herein makes' contributions to two areas 

of research. 

1. The basic constructs of general system theory include 

such objects as sets, functions, systems and so 

forth. In order to implement DIGEST, data objects 

to represent such structures were designed and the 

routines to manipulate them were written. 

2. The problem of porting software from one kind of 

machine to another without extensive revisions or 

possibly complete rewriting is a very important 

subject to many computer scientists. The implementa

tion of DIGEST was designed using an approach which 

is intended to improve the portability of the 

implement at ion. 



CHAPTER 2 

GENERAL SYSTEM THEORY 

This chapter is an introduction to the terminology of 

general system theory. It is intended to give perspective to 

the material covered in subsequent chapters for readers 

without a background in general system theory. 

2.1 An Overview of General System Theory 

General system theory is a mathematical modeling 

theory. The concept of the model with much of its terminology 

is not unlike existing theories [automata theory (16), 

linear system theory (21), etc.]. 

The major difference between general system theory 

and most other mathematical modeling theories is the class of 

systems which can be modeled. General system theory sub

sumes, "...both the theory of discrete automata and continuous 

systems defined by differential equations (20, p. 271)." 

A conceptual difference between general system theory 

and most mathematical modeling theories can also be found in 

the size of the problems to which the theory is addressed. 

Wymore states that the ultimate aim of general system theory 

"...is to lay a methodological foundation for the engineering 

ij 
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of vast, complicated systems, systems of social problems, 

exotic systems whose shape and form are not known 

(.20, p. 272)." 

2.2 General System Theoretic Terminology 

To describe the interrelationship between DIGEST and 

general system theory as clearly and accurately as possible, 

a set of well-defined terms is required. These terms are 

used in explanations throughout th.e text of this document. 

This section is not intended as an introduction to 

general system theory. The discussion lacks the mathematical 

rigor required to motivate most of the theoretic constructs. 

This section is intended solely as an explanation of the 

terminology. For those wishing a detailed, rigorous develop

ment of general system theory, the author suggests Wymore's 

book (19)> A Mathematical Theory of Systems Engineering: 

The Elements. 

2.2.1 The Concept of a System 

For the purpose of developing a general theory of 

systems, a very general system concept is required. The 

standard "black box" conceptualization, as depicted in 

Figure 2.1, is used for this purpose. From this very 

general concept, the various, system parts or artifacts are 

defined and finally a complete system is defined. 



Input Output 
^ 

• 

• 

Black Box • 

• 

Figure 2.1 Black Box Representation of a System 

2.2.2' ' Input 

The arrows in Figure 2.1 which point toward the 

black box imply that the system receives input. Corre

sponding to each arrow, there is an input function and an 

input port. 

An input function is a function of time whose 

value is the input received by the system at an input 

port. An input port is a set that specifies the legal 

yalues of input. For each pair of input functions and input 

ports, the input port contains the range of the input func

tion. Any function which generates values not in the input 

port is an illegal function for that input port. 

The set of legal inputs to a system is formed by 

the cross product of all individual input ports. 
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2.2.3 The Black Box 

Wymore states, "In accordance with Turing and the 

school of discrete automata theorists, the basic concept of 

what goes on inside the black box will be represented by a 

set of states and the change from one state to another 

C20., p. 27*0 •" This implies that, associated with each sys

tem, there Is a set which, contains all legal states of that 

system. 

The change of state of a discrete system is defined 

by a function which maps the current state and current input 

into the next state. 

2.2.4 Output 

The specification of output for a general system 

theoretic model is optional. There are no inherent output 

mappings in the model. Output is specified by defining a 

function on the set of states of a system. 

2.2.5 Time Scale 

Normally, the time scale of a discrete system is a 

subset of the integers, while the time scale of systems 

described by differential equations is a subset of the real 

numbers (201. Since general system theory subsumes both of 

these modeling theories, a "real" time scale is assumed to 

underlie all systems. 

This assumption departs from the typical definition 

of input found in automata theory. Traditionally, input to 
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discrete systems is defined by an input alphabet. In general 

system theory, input to discrete systems .must be specified 

by functions defined everywhere over time. A discrete system 

in general system theory corresponds to the situation where 

a system in a real-time environment samples input only at 

discrete intervals. 

2.2.6 Systems 

Thus far, the parts which are necessary to define a 

system have been described. To define a system, the 

following information must be specified: 

1. a set of states, 

2. a set of inputs, 

3. a set of input functions, 

. a time scale, and 

5. a motion function 

To experiment on a system, the system must be placed 

into a particular environment. To do this, the following 

information must be specified; 

1. the initial state of the system (the initial state 

must be a member of the .set of states), 

2. an input function for each, input port, and -

3. the duration of the experiment. 
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2.2.7 Coupled Systems 

One of the most powerful tools general system theory 

provides the systems analyst is the ability to use systems 

as building blocks. Very complex systems can be constructed 

by taking a set of simple systems and "hooking them 

together" in some manner. 

The process of hooking systems together is referred 

to as coupling, and the general system theoretic construct 

used to couple systems is known as a coupling recipe. 

A coupling recipe must specify two things: 

1. the set of systems to be coupled and 

2. which output functions become input functions for 

which input ports. 

A system created from a coupling recipe is called a 

resultant. The original, simpler systems from which the 

resultant was built are components of the resultant. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF DIGEST 

This chapter provides an overview of the DIGEST 

programming language. It describes the format of DIGEST 

statements and some of the operations. A formal definition 

of the syntax of DIGEST is given as the first grammar in 

Appendix A. 

3.1 Expressions 

Expressions in DIGEST are very general in nature. 

Typically, an expression is characterized by a sequence of 

constants, variables or function calls delimited by 

operators. For example, 

3 * 6  

4 + 8 / 3 - 6  

are arithmetic expressions. 

3.1.1 Constants 

DIGEST has four types of constants: numbers, strings, 

sets and NULL. 

Numbers: A number may be either a real number or an 

integer. The specification of a real number always has a 

10 
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decimal point. The numbers 

3.1^159 

. 8  

0 . 0  

2 .  

are real numbers; while 

0 

k 
123*156 

are integers. 

Strings: A string in DIGEST is a sequence of characters 

enclosed within a pair of matching quotation marks. 

Examples of strings are: 

'YES' 

"GENERAL SYSTEM THEORY" 

Sets: There are six constant sets in DIGEST. It is 

conceptually simpler to think of these as sets which have 

been predefined. They are: 

I Set of all integers 

1+ Set of integers greater than zero 

I++ Set of integers greater than or equal to zero 

R Set of all real numbers 
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R+ Set of real numbers greater than zero 

R++ Set of real numbers greater than or equal to zero 

NULL: In the definition of certain general system 

theoretic constructs, the null string is used to denote a 

connection which does not exist. This is specified by the 

word NULL. 

3.1.2 Variables 

Variables are used in DIGEST expressions to represent 

previously defined values. A DIGEST variable may have many 

different types of values. Normally, in an expression, the 

value of a variable is either a number, string, set, vector 

or function. 

The identifier for a variable must begin with a 

letter and contain only letters and digits. The following 

are examples of legal variables: 

A 

BlU 

CAT 

3.1.3 Function Calls 

There are two types of function calls in DIGEST. 

Some are explicit by the name of the function while others 

are implicit in the structure of the source program. 

Arguments in function calls are expressions. 
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Call of a Programmer-defined Function; Each programmer-

defined function has a variable name associated with it. A 

call to a programmer-defined function is specified by writing 

the variable name followed by the arguments enclosed in 

parentheses. For example, 

F (T) 

OUT3 (4.7, 'YES') 

Built-in Functions: There are two basic types of built-

in functions in DIGEST. The first class of built-in 

functions is that specified by name. For example, 

VECTOR (1,2., 'OUT') 

calls the built-in function VECTOR, which creates and returns 

as value a vector (array) whose three elements are the 

integer 1, the real number 2. and the string OUT. 

The second class of built-in functions is used to 

define sets. They are specified implicitly by the context 

of the source program. For example, 

[0,1,3] 

calls a built-in function to form the set whose elements are 

the integers 0,1 and 3. 

Other forms of implicit function calls define sets 

on intervals of the integers or real numbers. For example, 
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RCO,.L) 

calls a function to form the set of real numbers which are 

greater than or equal to 0 and less than 1. 

3.1.4 Operations 

Arithmetic Operations: The binary operations of 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and exponen

tiation and the unary operations of plus and minus may be 

used in expressions. 

Figure 3-1 shows the order of operator precedence in 

arithmetic expressions. All arithmetic operations associate 

to the left except exponentiation (**). For example, the 

expressions 

A + 3 + 4 

A ** 3 ** 4 

are equivalent to 

(A + 3) + 4 

A ** (3 ** 4) 

Parentheses may be used in arithmetic expressions to 

clarify or change the order of evaluation. For example, 

A + B * C 

would normally be evaluated as 
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Graphic Definition Precedence 

Unary + Positive 4 
Unary - Negative 4 

** . Exponentiation 3 
* Multiplication 2 
/ Division 2 
+ Addition 1 
— Subtraction 1 

Figure 3.1 Precedence of Arithmetic Operations 

A + (B * C) 

since the operation of multiplication (*) takes precedence 

over addition (+). This order can be altered by writing the 

expression with parentheses. Thus, 

(A + B) * C 

would force the addition to be done before the multiplication. 

Set Operations: The binary set operations of union, 

Intersection, exclusion and vector cross product may be used 

In expressions. They are specified by 

.U. 

.1 .  

.X. 

respectively. In addition, if an n-dimensional vector space 
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Is required, the alternate form 

expression .**. n 

can be used. This is equivalent to an expression using n - 1 

vector cross product binary operations. For example, 

R .**.• 3 

is equivalent to 

R .X. R .X. R 

Figure 3.2 shows the order of operator precedence in 

set expressions. All set operations associate to the left 

except the n-dimensional vector operations (.**.). For 

example, the expression 

A .U. R .U. C 

is equivalent to 

(A .U. R) .U. C 

As in the arithmetic expressions, parentheses may be 

used to alter or clarify the order of evaluation in set 

expressions. For example, 

A .U. B .1. C 
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Graphic Definition Precedence 

.1. Intersection 3 
• U. Union 2 
• ™ • Exclusion 2 
.X. Cross Product 1 

. **. n-dimensional T . **. Cross Product 

Figure 3.2 Precedence of Set Operations 

would normally be evaluated as 

A .U. (B .1. C) 

This order of evaluation can be changed by writing the 

expression 

(A .U. B) .1. C 

Expressions Using Both Set and Arithmetic Operations: 

DIGEST expressions may have a combination of set operations 

and arithmetic operations. Figure 3-3 shows the order of 

operator precedence in expressions. 

3.2 Relations 

Relations in DIGEST are used to specify conditions. 

The condition may be either true or false. In the evalua

tion of a statement, the precedence of a relation is lower 

than all arithmetic or set operations. 
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Graphic Definition Precedence 

Unary + Positive 4 
Unary - Negative 4 

* *  Exponentiation 3 
.1. Intersection 3 
*  Multiplication 2 
/ Division 2 

.U. Union 2 
•  "  •  Exclusion' 2 
+ Addition 1 
- Subtraction 1 

.X. Cross Product 1 
* *  

•  •  

n-dimensional *1 * *  
•  •  Cross Product JL 

Figure 3-3 Operator Precedence in Expressions 

The format for the specification of a relation is 

expression relation expression 

For example, 

3>A 

4 = B + C/3 

are relations. 

3.2.1 Arithmetic Relations 

The binary relational operations of equal, not 

equal, greater than, greater than or equal, less than and 

less than or equal can be used in relations. They are speci

fied by =, *, >, >, <, and < respectively. The alternate 
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mnemonic forms 

• EQ• 

.NE. 

.GT. 

.GE. 

.LT. 

.LE. 

are also available. For example, 

3.4 / A .GE. 10 

B / C 

are relations. 

3.2.2 ' Set' Membership Relations 

There are two specifications for set membership 

relations, one to see if an element is a member of the set 

and the other to see if it is not. They are specified by .E, 

and .N. respectively. 

The relations 

3 .E. R 

A + B .N, C ,U. D 

(A + 1) ** 2 .E. I 

are set membership relations. The value of the first (left) 
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expression is tested to see if it is a neraber of the. set 

specified by the second expression'. 

3.3 Sentential Forms 

A DIGEST program consists of a sequence of sentences. 

There are eight types of sentences: 

1. assignment, 

2. function definition, 

3. system definition, 

4. coupling recipe definition 

5. resultant definition, 

6. simulation command, 

7. output, and 

8. end. 

The simple statement 

END. 

terminates each DIGEST program. 

3.3.1 Assignment Sentences 

There are two different forms of assignment 

sentences. The forms are not entirely interchangeable. The 

conceptually simpler of the two is specified by 

SET variable TO expression. 



The execution of this type of assignment statement would 

result in the variable haying the value of the expression. 

For example, 

SET X TO 3 + 10 .** 2.0 

would assign the variable X the. value 103. 

The alternate form of the assignment sentential form 

is specified by 

expression = expression. 

In this case, the expression on the left hand side of the 

equal sign must express a position in which to store the 

value calculated on the right hand side. For example, the 

assignment sentence 

X = 3 + 10 ** 2.0 

would have the identical result as the 'SET' type assign 

statement above. However, if the first element of a vector Z 

is to be set to 3, the projection function PI is used to 

select the dimension. Thus, the sentence 

PI(1)(Z) = 3.0 

is used. This form is not expressible in terms of the 'SET* 

type sentence because the left hand side is not a simple 

variable name. 
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3.3.2 Programmer-defined Functions 

DIGEST provides the. capability to. define functions in 

the source language. Each function definition is introduced 

by an IP clause followed by the definition. For example, 

the function definition 

IF T .E. R THEN 

F(T) = T IF T .GT. 10.0; 

= 0 OTHERWISE. 

defines a very simple function which, returns its argument as 

the value if the value of the argument is greater than 10.0. 

The function returns the integer 0 otherwise. 

Each programmer-defined function is introduced by 

a clause of the form 

IF relations THEN 

This IF clause is used to restrict each argument to its 

domain of definition. Each pair of relations, except the 

last pair, are delimited by a comma. The last pair are 

delimited by the word AND . For example, 

IF X .E. Y THEN 

IF X .E. Y AND Z .E. Q THEN 

IF X .E. Y, Z .E. Q AND L .E. R THEN 



Definitional phrases within a function definition 

may be either of two forms. Th.e first form is 

expression ̂  express ion XF relation 

This form specifies the name of -the function, how the value 

is to be returned and the first alternative. For example, 

consider 

FCT) - 1 IF- T .CJT. 10; 

PI(1)CZCX,Y)) = A + Y IF X .E. R; 

The first phrase shows a function named F which returns the 

value 1 if its argument is greater than 10. Presumably the 

value of the function is defined elsewhere In its domain by 

following alternatives. The second phrase contains a func

tion named Z whose values are vectors and which is being 

defined component wise. In this case, it is not only pre

sumed that there may be additional alternatives for defining 

PICUCZCXjY}), but there will be additional definitions of 

the form PI(.n) CZCX,Y)) to define the component of the 

vector which is returned as the value of the function. 

The second form of definitional phrase is 

*= expression IF relation 

This is used to specify subsequent alternatives to the 

alternative expressed in the first form. 
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The relations are used to select the particular 

alternative to be evaluated when the function Is called. 

If any of the relations for an alternative are found to be 

false, that alternative will be skipped and the next . 

alternative will be checked. For example, if the following 

function 

IF T .E. R THEN 
F(T) = 0 IF T<10; 

= 1 IF T>10. 

were called by F(31) the value returned would be the 

integer 1. 

If a particular alternative is to be used 

unconditionally, the IF clause may be omitted or the word 

OTHERWISE may be substituted. 

A function, F, which returns the string ODD if its 

argument is an odd integer, the argument squared if it is an 

even integer or the string ILLEGAL if the argument is not an 

integer would be defined byl 

IF X .E. I .U. R THEN 

F(X) = 'ILLEGAL' IF X .N. I ; 

= 'ODD' IF (X/2) + (X/2) * X ; 

= X ** 2 OTHERWISE . 

•^-Note that this definition assumes the argument is a 
number. Also note that the integer division in the 
second alternative discards any remainder. 
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3.3.3 System Definitions 

A general system theoretic definition of a system 

requires that the set of states, the set of inputs, the set 

of input functions, the time scale and the motion function 

be defined. In DIGEST this same information is required. 

DIGEST does, however, assume default values for the set of 

input functions and the time scale if the programmer does not 

specify them. The default for the set of input functions is 

the set of functions with values in the set of inputs, and 

the default for the time scale is I++. 

The introduction to a system definition may have any 

of three forms. They are: 

LET variable BE A DISCRETE SYSTEM AND DEFINE... 

LET variable = (5-tuple) BE A DISCRETE SYSTEM WHERE... 

LET variable BE A DISCRETE SYSTEM WHERE variable = 

(5-tuple) AND... 

In each introduction, variable is the name of the system 

being defined. In the last two introductions, the 5-tuple 

specifies the variables to be used to identify the set of 

states, the set of inputs, the set of input functions, the 

time scale and the motion function, respectively. If the 

5-tuple is not specified, the tuple will be constructed from 

the variables used within the system definition. 

A system definition is an introductory phrase 

followed by from two to four set definitions and a function 
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definition. Each set definition is specified by an 

assignment phrase. (An assignment phrase has the same form 

as an assignment sentence but is used in a different context. 

An assignment phrase is used to define one attribute of a 

larger structure.) The set definitions must occur in the 

order: the set of states, the set of inputs, the set of 

input functions and the time scale. 

All variables used to specify sets, functions or 

arguments within a system definition are local to that 

definition. They are not assigned any value within the 

definition and if they were previously defined before the 

definition, they retain that value after the definition. 

The following1'is an example of a system whose state 

"remembers" the current input for two time periods: 

LET Z = (S1,P1,Q,T,F) BE A DISCRETE SYSTEM WHERE 

SI = R .X. R ; 

PI = R ; 

IP X .E. SI AND P .E. PI THEN 

PI(1)(F(X,P)) = P : 

PI(2)(F(X,P)) = PI(1)(X) . 

1Note that the PI(n) function defines the n element of 
a vector if it occurs on the left hand side of an assign
ment and returns as value the element of a vector if 
it occurs on the right hand side. Note also that the 
arguments to the motion function for a discrete system 
are the current state and the current input. 
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3.3.^ Coupling Recipes and Resultants 

Coupling recipes are used to. couple a set of systems 

together. A coupling recipe is introduced hy one of the 

three phrases: 

LET variable BE A COUPLING RECIPE AND DEFINE... 

LET variable = (3-tuple) BE A COUPLING RECIPE WHERE... 

LET variable BE A COUPLING RECIPE WHERE variable = 

(3-tuple) AND... 

The variable is the name of the recipe being defined. The 

3-tuple specifies the variables to be used to identify the 

set and two functions used to define the coupling recipe. 

If the 3-tuple is not specified, it is constructed from the 

variables used in the definition. 

A coupling recipe is specified by an introductory 

phrase followed by a set definition and two function defini

tions. The set contains the names of the systems to be 

coupled. 

For any two systems Z and Z' in the set of systems 

to be coupled, the first function specifies the input port 

of Z to receive input from Z1. 

For any two functions Z and Z' in the set of systems 

to be coupled, the second function specifies the output 

function defined on the states of Z' which will become an 

input function to Z. 
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As in the definition of a system, all variables used 

for sets, functions and arguments are local. 

A resultant is a system which has been created by 

applying the mappings of a coupling recipe. Each system 

used in the recipe is.a component of the resultant. If C is 

a coupling recipe, then X is defined as the resultant of C 

by the source-language command 

LET X BE RESULTANT (£). 

3.3.'5 ' Simulation 'Commands 

Simulation commands in DIGEST allow the programmer to 

perform experiments on systems. The programmer is given 

control over a set of parameters which control the environ

ment for an experiment. 

To simulate a system, five pieces of information are 

needed. They are: 

1. name of the system to be simulated, 

2. duration of the simulation, 

3. what is to be output, 

4. the initial states of all component systems, and 

5. an input function for each input port. 

The introductory phrase in a simulation command 

specifies the system, the duration and whether the states are 

going to be output. If the states are to be output', the 

introductory phrase: 
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COMPUTE AND OUTPUT THE STATES OP SYSTEM variable 

UNTIL TIME number... 

is used. Otherwise, 

COMPUTE THE STATES OP SYSTEM variable 

UNTIL TIME number... 

is used. 

The variable specifies which system is to be 

simulated and the number specifies an integer which is the 

duration for this simulation. 

In addition to the states of the various component 

systems, the programmer may output various functions defined 

on the current states of component systems. This is speci

fied by following the introductory phrase with the word AND 

and a sequence of phrases of the form: 

OUTPUT variable (STATES(variable)) 

The first variable is the name of the function. The argument 

within the parentheses is the domain of the function where 

variable is the name of the system on whose state the 

function is to be calculated. 

When all specification of output has been completed, 

the configuration of the system within its environment must 

be specified. This is introduced by the word GIVEN. 
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The initial state, for each component system must be 

set in a phrase of the form: 

INITIAL STATE(variable) = expression 

The variable is the system being initialized and the value of 

the expression is assigned as the initial state of that 

system. 

After the initial states for all component systems 

have been specified, the input functions to the system must 

be specified. This is done by phrases of the form: 

INPUTFUNCTION (expression) = variable 

The expression specifies an input port of a component system 

and the variable specifies which function of time is to be 

an input function to that input port. 

3.3.6 Output Commands 

Output sentences are included in DIGEST as debugging 

aids. They are useful to trace the flow of control and to 

keep track of the data types of variables. The two forms 

are: 

WRITE string . 

DISPLAY variable . 

The WRITE command causes the quoted symbol to be 

output while the DISPLAY command causes the variable and its 

current data type to be output. 



CHAPTER 4 

STORAGE ALLOCATION AND INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OP DATA 

The storage and representation of data within the . 

DIGEST system are very important aspects of the implementa

tion. The design of these facilities determines what data 

can be represented and how easily machine-independent 

realizations of these structures can be achieved. This 

chapter presents the design of the basic data structures. 

The discussion of these structures in relation to machine 

independence is delayed until Chapter 6. 

4.1 Storage 

All data within DIGEST is stored in one contiguous 

storage region. This region is used for both control struc

tures (code, tables, etc.) and program results (sets, 

systems, etc .). 

4.1.1 Storage Units 

Descriptors: In order to keep track of the many data 

structures created during program execution, a uniform 

method of labeling and representing items is necessary. To 

accomplish this, a quantity of information is used to point 

to or represent data. The DIGEST construct for data 
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representation is similar to that employed in the macro 

implementation of SN0B0L4 (12). In the spirit of that work, 

it is referred to as a "descriptor." 

A DIGEST descriptor has three fields: a T field 

(.type), an L field (left) and an R field Cright). (see 

Figure 4.1). Each field of a descriptor' contains a pointer 

(that specifies an address) or an integer. The information 

stored in each field depends on the type of data being repre

sented. Virtually all data in DIGEST, except numbers and 

strings, are represented by descriptors. 

T field L field R field 

Figure 4.1 DIGEST Descriptor 

Numbers: Numbers are represented in the DIGEST system 

by using descriptors to point to each number (see 

Figure 4.2). 

Number 

Figure 4.2 Descriptor Pointing to a Number 



Strings: The prototype implementation of DIGEST makes a 

number of simplifying assumptions to facilitate the handling 

of strings. Strings are constrained to have a fixed length 

and conform to the requirements for specification of variable 

names1. This allows storage allocation and referencing to be 

done in much the same manner as for numbers. 

Strings are represented in DIGEST by using 

descriptors to point to each string Csee Figure 4.3). 

String 

Figure 4.3 Descriptor Pointing to String 

4.1.2 Storage Allocation 

There are two primary phases of storage allocation. 

The first is during the compilation of the source code when 

storage for such structures as symbol tables, literal tables 

and code is allocated. The second phase of storage 

allocation is during the execution of the program. 

^ote that the constraints placed on strings in the 
prototype implementation of DIGEST were imposed solely 
to simplify that implementation. Any production 
implementation of DIGEST should remove these constraints. 
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4.1.3 Garbage Collection 

During th.e execution of a program, many data items 

are created and used, then discarded when no longer needed. 

Unfortunately, the physical representations of such data 

items remain in the data region of DIGEST. In order to 

improve the efficiency of the use of storage, superfluous 

structures are identified from time to time and are removed 

to make room for other data. The implementation of this 

function, called garbage collection, in the prototype imple

mentation of DIGEST is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5-

4.2 Control Structures 

4.2.1' TaibTes 

Tables are used to store various types of information 

needed by the DIGEST system. Examples of tables are the 

symbol table and literal table. 

General Form: A table consists of a title descriptor and 

a body (see Figure 4.4). The L field of the title descrip

tor specifies the number of entries in the table and the R 

field specifies the capacity of the table. The use of the T 

field depends on the type of table and is described later in 

this section. 

The size and organization of the body of a table is 

dependent on the use of the table. Two examples of the 

organization of the body of different tables are shown later 

in this section. 
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R - title descriptor 

- body of table 

Figure 4.4 Table 

Types of Tables: There are two types of tables in 

DIGEST. They are referred to as linked tables and singular 

tables. 

Linked tables are used for structures where storage 

must be allocated before the table capacity is known. The 

linkage mechanism allows for the allocation of additional 

table space if an existing table overflows. In linked 

tables, the T field of the title descriptor is used to point 

to the next table. A zero value in the T field implies 

there is no table subsequent to the current table (see 

Figure 4.5). 

Singular tables are used by. DIGEST when the capacity 

is known at the time of storage allocation. In singular 

tables, the T field of th.e title descriptor is set to zero 

(see Figure 4.6). 
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R. 

R 

Figure 4.5 Linked Table 

R 

Figure 4.6 Singular Table 

Examples of Tables: The symbol table in DIGEST is an 

example of a linked table. The body of the symbol table 

contains variables. Each variable consists of a string and a 

value descriptor (see Figure 4.7). 
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String 

Value descriptor 

Figure 4.7 A Variable 

At the beginning of compilation, a symbol table with 

room for n variables is allocated. The T field and L field 

are set to zero and the R field is set to n. 

During compilation, if more than n variables are 

encountered, the first n will have, been stored in the 

original symbol table and a new table must be allocated to 

store the overflow. The T field of the original table points 

to the title of the new table. As each table overflows, the 

process is repeated. 

An example of a singular table is the input function 

table used in the simulation of systems. The body of this 

table consists of descriptors. The content of each descrip

tor is defined as follows: 

T - number of input port 

L - pointer to input function 

R - pointer to system 

The simulation command specifies exactly how input 

functions are to be mapped to input ports; therefore, the 



exact number of descriptors required to store this 

information is known at the time the table is allocated. 

Thus, a singular table is used rather than a linked table. 

*1.2.2 Code Blocks 

DIGEST source code is compiled into an internal, 

canonical representation stored as code blocks. A code 

block is a sequence of descriptors. Each descriptor within 

a code block corresponds to a call to some procedure within 

the DIGEST system. 

Descriptors in code blocks are generated one at a 

time by the code generator and appended to the end of the 

current code block by being placed in the next sequential 

descriptor. If no other storage is allocated during compila

tion except code, there will be one contiguous code block 

(see Figure H.8). However, if storage must be allocated for 

some other structure (for example, a linked table), a 

descriptor is appended to the current code block which con

tains a call to a procedure which links (or branches) to the 

first descriptor of the next code block (see Figure 4.9). 

Storage allocation can then be made for the other structure 

and code generation resumes in the new code block. 

4.3 Data Representation 

All data in DIGEST is represented in terms of the 

basic storage units. This section describes how these units 



Figure 4.8 Code Block 

are used to represent the yalues of yariables (storage units 

which can occur as the yalue descriptor of a yariable or as 

a subsequent to that descriptor). 

The T field of each descriptor used to specify the 

value of a yariable identifies the type of information con

tained by that descriptor. This integer is called the "data 

type" of that descriptor. In the remaining sections of this 

chapter, a mnemonic name in the T field of a descriptor 

specifies the data type of that descriptor. 
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I 
Figure 4.9 Code Blocks Linked Together 

4.3«1 Strings, Integers and Real Numbers 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, strings, 

integers and real numbers are interfaced into the DIGEST 

system by descriptors. The T field specifies the data type, 

the L field is zeiro and the R field points to the particular 

structure (see Figure 4.10). 
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STRING 

Figure 4.10 Descriptor Pointing to the String ABC 

4.3.2 Vectors 

A vector is an ordered set of strings, integers and 

real numbers. The L field specifies the number of elements 

in the vector and the R field points to the first element. 

The values in a vector are specified by a contiguous set of 

descriptors. For example, the representation for the vector 

(0, 1, 0) is shown in Figure 4.11. 

"VECTOR 3. 

INTEGER 0 INTEGER 0 

INTEGER 0 INTEGER 0 

INTEGER 0 INTEGER 0 

Figure 4.11 Data Structure for the Vector (0, 1, 0) 
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4.3.'3 Sets 

Sets comprise a large, complicated subject, whether 

considered at the source-language level or within the 

implementation. They are by far the most complicated kind of 

data item represented in DIGEST. 

A simple form of a set definition is a finite 

enumeration of all elements which comprise a set. The 

assignment sentence 

X = [0, 1, 'X']. 

results in a variable X having as its value the set whose 

elements are the integers 0 and 1 and the string X. The 

internal representation of the result of this assignment is 

shown in Figure 4.12. 

X 

SET .0 / 

LIST 

L 
/ 

STRING 0 STRING 0 

INTEGER 0 INTEGER 

INTEGER 0 INTEGER 0 

Figure 4.12 Set Defined as a Finite.List of Elements 
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Another relatively simple class of sets consists of 

the predefined sets R, R+, R++, 1, I+, and I++. Since a 

particular definition of a set has already been assigned to 

each name, the representation of these sets is equivalent 

to the representation of the names. There are six data types 

in DIGEST which correspond to the six predefined sets. For 

example, 

SET B TO 1+ . 

would result in the data structure shown in Figure 4.13. 

B 

SET 0 1+ n n SET 0 1+ 

Figure 4.13 Predefined Set 

At times, sets other than the predefined sets are 

needed which, are defined on interyals of the integers or 

real numbers. The source-language specification is an R or 

I followed by expressions enclosed in square brackets or 

parentheses or a combination of the two. A square bracket 

specifies that the end point is included while a parenthesis 

specifies that the end point is not included. For example, 

RIO, 10] 
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denotes the. set of real numbers greater than or equal to 

zero and less than or equal to ten. 

To represent these structures Internally, eight data 

types were included in DIGEST for the eight possible cases. 

For example, the set shown above would be represented as 

shown in Figure 4.14. 

10.0 

Figure 4.14 Representation of R [0, 10] 

Sets of functions such as input functions are 

important constructs in the development of general system 

theory. DIGEST does not have the facilities to represent 

arbitrary sets of functions. DIGEST does, however, allow the 

definition of very general sets of functions when the set can 

be characterized by the domain and range of the member 

functions. The set 

FUNCTIONS CI, R) 

would result in a data representation as shown in Figure 4.15. 
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FUNCTIONS 

Figure 4.15 Set of Functions 

The remaining set representations are constructs 

which combine existing sets to form new sets. The two source-

language notations which define these sets are: 

1. sets created by an expression using binary set 

operations and 

2. sets defined by a series of relations. 

The use of binary set operations (union, intersection, 

exclusion and vector cross product) presents, a difficult 

problem to the implementor. A basic decision had to be made 

whether to perform-the set operations to produce the explicit 

representation of the resulting set or to represent the 

operation as a part of the data structure producing an 

implicit representation. 

The procedures to perform the binary set operations 

were not implemented in the prototype implementation of 

DIGEST. Instead, the approach was taken to represent the 

results of binary set operations implicitly using trees. A 



binary operation creates a node in a tree whose left and 

right sons are the left and right arguments to the operation. 

This approach was taken for two reasons: 

1. The procedures to perform the operations involved 

are very difficult to implement and necessarily 

slow. This makes them costly to the user. The 

tree representation is very fast and easy to 

implement. 

2. In many cases no saving in storage is achieved and 

no simpler structures result from performing the 

operations to get the explicit set representation. 

An example of a DIGEST representation of the set 

expression 

R .U. ['YES' , 0, 2] .1. I 

is shown in Figure 4.16. 

In addition3 a set expression of the form 

R .**. 3 

is expanded into the binary tree using the binary vector 

cross product operator as shown in Figure H.1J. 

Sets can also be created from existing sets by 

defining the properties of a typical element. The definition 

lists membership relations which a typical element must 
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LIST 

INTEGER 

INTEGER 

STRING YES 

Figure 4.16 Representation of a Set Expression 

Figure 4.17 Representation of R .**. 3 

satisfy to be a member of the set. For example, 

[X: X .E. A, X .N. RC-3, 10.3)3 

reads, "X such that X exists in the set A and does not exist 

in the set of real numbers greater than or equal to -3-0 and 

less than 10.3." 
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Again, the approach to this complex structure is not 

to compute explicitly the members of the set, but to repre

sent the set internally by the constructs which define the 

set. For example, the set defined above would be stored as 

shown in Figure 4.18. 

PROTO 

10.3 

SET 

-3. 

Figure 4.18 Prototype Set Representation 

4.3.4 Functions 

When a programmer-defined function is defined in the 

DIGEST source code, a variable is associated with, that 

definition as the name of the function. When the function 

definition is executed, the value descriptor of the variable 

is a pointer to the code within a code block which defines 
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the function. For example, the function definition 

IF T .E. I THEN 

FUN (T) = T. 

results in the representation shown in Figure 4.19. 

FUN 

FUNCTION 0 

Code defining 

function FUN 

Code Block 

Figure 4.19 Programmer-defined Function 

4.3.5 Systems 

The data structure used to represent a system consists 

of five contiguous descriptors. The definitions of the' ffelds 

of these descriptors are shown in Figure 4.20. 



current state. 

state set 

current input 

input set 

current input function 

set of input functions 

current time 

time scale 

* motion function MOTION 

INPUTS 

STATES 

Figure 4.20 System Representation 

A variable which has been defined to be a system 

point's to the internal definition of a system. A system Z 

is represented as shown in Figure 4.21. 

z 

SYSTEM 0 System Definition SYSTEM 0 System Definition System Definition 

Figure 4.21 Variable with System as Value 
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4.3-6 Coupling Recipe 

Descriptors specifying the set of systems and 

mapping functions of a coupling recipe are stored in three 

contiguous descriptors. If Q is a coupling recipe, it is 

represented as shown in Figure 4.22. 

Q 

RECIPE 0 

SET 0 SET 0 

FUNCTION 0 FUNCTION 0 

FUNCTION 0 FUNCTION 0 

Figure 4.22 Representation of a Coupling Recipe 

4.3.7 ' Resultant 

A resultant is a system which has been formed by 

coupling two or more component systems together. It i.s 

represented by a descriptor and a table. The descriptor 

points to the set of systems which are components of the 

resultant. The table is singular and contains mappings 

specifying how the systems are coupled. Each entry in the 

table is defined as shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Input port-

Output function 

-^•Receiving System 

->• Sending System 

figure 4.23 Table Entry for Resultant 

If C is a resultant, it is represented as shown in 

Figure 4.24. 

c 

RESULT 0 SET 0 RESULT 0 SET 0 

0 73 n 

Figure 4.24 Data Representation of a Resultant 

4.3.8 Internal Data Types 

In addition to the data types created to represent 

the language structures, DIGEST uses two internal data types 

to denote the results of relations. The two data types are: 
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1.. YES (Success or True) and 

2.. NO (Failure or False). 

Figure H.25 shows a descriptor created as a result of the 

relation 

1,0 > 3. 

YES 

Figure 4.25 Result of Relation 



CHAPTER. 5 

LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION 

One of the basic decisions made when implementing 

any computer language is the type of implementation. The 

implementation of DIGEST is interpreti.ye. The motivations 

for this choice are the advantages an interpretive system 

gives in ease of development, flexibility, machine 

independence and portability Cl2). 

The use of an interpretive system aids in the 

development of machine-independent, portable software by 

relieving the implementor from the burden of generating 

machine-dependent code and by allowing a large amount of 

flexibility in the design of the target code. Unfortunately, 

interpreters are inherently slow (12). 

The interpretiye system used to implement DIGEST 

consists of two parts: 

1. a compiler which converts DIGEST source programs to 

a canonical representation in internal form, and 

2. an interpreter which executes the internal code. 

Notice that the word interpreter is us.ed for both the entire 

system and the code processing program. In subsequent use 

the term interpreter refers to the code processing program. 

54 
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. 5.1 Compilation 

The goal ;of .the compilation pro.cess is to jnap source 

prpgrams to internal code. Compilation .is usually accom

plished in several phases. Aho and Ullman (1) and Gries (10) 

describe an idealised design for a compiler which has three 

functional units; 

1. lexical analyzer, 

2. parser or syntax analyzer, and 

3. code generator. 

The design of the compiler for DIGEST i.s patterned after this 

approach. At times, however, the placement of an individual 

task in a particular functional unit is arbitrary. 

The basic terminology used in the following descrip

tion of the DIGEST compiler is taken from Aho and Ullman (1). 

5.1.1 Lexical Analysis 

The primary function of the lexical analyzer is to 

scan the source program forming language tokens. Thi.s 

usually involyes the realization of finite automata to 

accept single characters as input and recognize regular 

expressions such as numbers, words, operators and special 

characters. 

The DIGEST source code contains considerable textual 

material. The recognition of whole phrases as single lexical 

structures decreases the number of ' okens and also decreases 



the size of the parser. The tokens recognized by this 

implementation of DIGEST correspond to the terminal symbols 

in the second grammar shown in Appendix A. 

Since the words which comprise phrases are easily 

recognized by the realization of finite automata at the 

character-scan level, the recognition of phrases is delayed 

and implemented as a second stage of lexical analysis. The 

first stage maps the source program structures into tokens 

for numbers, operators and special characters and sends this 

information to the second stage. The second stage acts as a 

"filter" to the output from the character-scan level. Tokens 

for numbers, operators and special characters are allowed to 

"sift" directly through, while words are mapped to keywords, 

phrases and variable names. 

The output from the lexical analyzer consists of 

two pieces of information (see Figure 5.1). The first piece 

of information specifies the token and the second piece is a 

qualifier for that token. 

TOKEN 

QUALIFIER 

Figure 5-1 Output from' Lexical Analyzer 



Examples of token-qualifier pairs are: 

1. All operations of equal precedence map into the same 

token. The qualifier identifies which operation 

was specified in the source code. 

2. If the token is a variable, the qualifier points 

to the address of the value descriptor for the 

source language variable. 

3. If the token is a number, the qualifier points to 

the address in the literal table where the number 

is stored. 

4. If the token is a key word or phrase, the qualifier 

is zero. 

5.1.2 Syntax Analysis 

Syntax analysis, or parsing, is a process which 

examines a sequence of tokens to determine whether a sentence 

is a member of a given language. During the "recognition" of 

the sentence, the parser produces, as output, the syntactic 

structure inherent in the original source statement. 

DIGEST presents a particularly difficult problem for 

parser design. The notations forming the formal grammar are 

extracted from the notations of general system theory. This 

is a continuing process as additional features are added to 

the language. Any parsing method used must he. able to cope 

with a changing grammar. 
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Druseikis' implementation ( 9 ) of an SLRCD parser 

generator (8) presented a clean, simple solution lto the 

problem. With each iteration of the grammar, a new parser 

could be produced by analyzing the new grammar with Druseikis' 

program. The analysis of a grammar can terminate, with two 

results: 

1. the grammar is SLR(l) and a tabular control for a 

pushdown automaton is output, or 

2. the grammar is not SLR(l) and diagnostics are 

output. 

If a grammar is found not to be SLR(1), two situations can 

exist: 

1. there is an ambiguity in the grammar, or 

2. a simple one token look-ahead is inadequate to 

resolve two alternate parses. 

The test procedure has found both ambiguities and 

inadequacies in different versions of the DIGEST grammar. 

With these ambiguities resolved and a few alterations in 

punctuation, the DIGEST grammar, as shown in Appendix A, is 

SLRCl). 

The parser, driven by the table output from the 

SLRCl) generator, works as a pushdown automaton. The parser 

starts at the beginning of a sentence (left hand side) in an 



initial state and receives tokens as input. According to 

the current state and current input it changes state. As it 

scans, left to right, the parser leaves a history of the 

tokens and states it has encountered on a stack. Eventually, 

the right hand side of some production in the grammar is 

recognized. The recognition of a production causes the 

syntactic structure recognized to be sent to the code 

generator. After the code generator has processed this 

information, the top n items are popped from the stack (n is 

the length of the recognized production) and the parse 

resumes. The parse is terminated by recognition of the "goal" 

production or by the occurrence of an error. An error 

implies the input phrase is not a sentence. 

If an error occurs during an attempt to parse a 

sentence, an error message is printed as a language diagnos

tic and the parser attempts to recover. In order to recover, 

the parser must be positioned at the beginning of the next 

sentence. To do this, the parser must find the end of the 

erroneous sentence (i.e., scan for a period). When the end 

of sentence has been found, the parser is reinitialized and 

proceeds to parse the next sentence. 

5.1.3 Code Generation 

The code generator uses the output from the parser 

to construct the interpretive internal code. As each, produc

tion is recognized by the parser, the code generator uses the 
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current information on the parse stack and the history of the 

parse to check the semantics of the' production. 

If an error is detected in a semantic check, the code 

generator produces the appropriate error message. An appro

priate error indication is also sent to the syntactic unit so 

the parser can be reinitialized. 

Postfix Code: . The internal code produced by the code 

generator is in postfix order. This means the operands 

precede their operators. For example, the expression 

X + 3 / P(3, R, 'NEW1) 

is in the typical notation of the source program (binary 

operations in infix form and explicit function calls in 

prefix form). The code generator converts the expression to 

the equivalent expression 

X 3 3 R 'NEW' F3 /2 +2 

in postfix notation. The subscripts indicate the number of 

operands. Notice that operators and function calls differ 

syntactically, but are treated in the same way semantically 

during code generation. 

Card Images: In addition to the code generated by the 

source program, the code generator inserts code which per

forms a very elementary trace function. At the beginning of 

each source program line image, an instruction is inserted in 
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the code which records the line number. If an error occurs 

during execution of the code, the recorded line number can 

be used as a debugging aid. 

5.2 Interpretation 

The interpreter executes the internal DIGEST code. 

To control the execution, the interpreter uses a pointer and 

a set of stacks. 

The pointer (or program pointer) is used to record 

the address in the interpretive code where the last instruc

tion was fetched. The program pointer is moved sequentially 

from instruction to instruction unless a branch or function 

call occurs. 

The interpreter uses two stacks. The system stack 

contains storage for descriptors. The system stack is used 

to transfer arguments to procedures or functions, to store 

intermediate calculations from procedures or functions and 

to return values from procedures or functions. The function 

stack is used to store the program pointer and system stack 

level for function calls. 

Initially, both stacks are empty and the program 

pointer contains the address of the first instruction. 

5.2.1 Basic Procedures 

DIGEST internal code consists of a series of 

descriptors. The T field of eacfr descriptor specifies a call 
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to a procedure * Th.e L and R fields are used to specify 

parameters for the procedure. 

There are thirteen basic procedures in DIGEST, Their 

names are; 

1, LOAD 

2. CALLP 

3. CALLU 

4. SKIP 

5. FAIL 

6. JUMP 

7. RETURN 

8. SAVE 

9. RESULTANT 

10. SIMULATE 

11. LINE 

12. NOOP 

13. END 

LOAD' Procedure; The LOAD procedure is used to push 

operands onto the systejn stack. The L field of the code 

descriptor contains an integer which specifies the type of 

information to be loaded.. The R field, typically, contains 

the address of that information in the storage region. For 

example, the load procedure call for pushing the integer ^7 

is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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.Postfix Code 

LOAD INTEGER LOAD INTEGER 

Figure 5.2 LOAD Procedure 

The execution of the instruction shown in Figure 5.2 will 

cause a descriptor to be pushed on the system stack as shown 

in Figure 5.3. 

SYSTEM STACK 

INTEGER 

Figure 5.3 System Stack after LOAD 

CALLP Procedure: The CALLP procedure invokes built-in 

DIGEST functions. The L field of the' code descriptor con

tains the number of arguments which have been pushed onto 
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the system stack and the R field specifies the function to be 

called. For example, the expression 

3 * 3 

would generate the code shown in Figure 5.4. 

LOAD INTEGER 3 LOAD INTEGER 3 

LOAD INTEGER 

CALLP 2. MULT 

Figure 5.4 Postfix Code for 3*3 

Figure 5.5 shows the system stack immediately before and 

after the execution of the CALLP instruction. 

The CALLP procedure can invoke any of the binary 

operations, the unary operations, set-creation functions, the 

assignment function, table-creation functions, etc. Functions 

such as arithmetic operations and binary set operations 

return a value on the system stack. Functions such as rela

tions and membership checks return an internal code on the 
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INTEGER A INTEGER U O 

INTEGER 0 INTEGER 0 

After 

INTEGER 0 9 INTEGER 0 9 

Figure 5-5 Stack Action for 3*3 

system stack. This internal code corresponds to two 

internal data types YES and NO. 

Of special interest is the operation of the function 

which checks for set membership. This function is covered 

in depth later in this chapter. 

CALLU Procedure: The CALLU procedure sets up the linkage 

for calls of programmer-defined functions. It causes the 

current stack level and current program pointer address to be 

pushed on the function stack and the program pointer to be 

reset to the first instruction of the function. 

The CALLU instruction has the L field set to the 

number of arguments and the R field set as a pointer to the 

value field of the function name-'(.see Figure 5.6). 
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\" 
>function definition 

CALLU •FUNCTION 0 

Figure 5.6 Function Call Linkage 

SKIP Procedure: The SKIP procedure tests the top 

element of the system stack. If the top element is NO, a 

branch is made to the address specified in the R field of the 

code descriptor. If the top element is YES, execution 

proceeds to the next sequential code descriptor. 

FAIL Procedure: The FAIL procedure is used to test 

domain checks in function calls. The top descriptor on the 

system stack is the result of the membership check. If the 

data type is NO, an illegal function call has occurred and 

execution is terminated. Otherwise, execution proceeds with 

the next code descriptor in sequence. 

JUMP Procedure: The JUMP procedure performs an 

unconditional branch to the address specified in the R field 

of the code descriptor. 
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The JUMP instruction is used to get from code block 

to code block if more than one code block is allocated. 

RETURN Procedure: The RETURN procedure terminates the 

execution of a programmer-defined function. It causes the 

arguments to be popped from the system stack, resets the 

program pointer from the function stack and then pops the 

last stack level and program pointer position from the 

function stack. 

SAVE Procedure: The SAVE procedure "marks" the current 

address in the allocated data region. This position is used 

for storage regeneration after a simulation. 

RESULTANT Procedure: The RESULTANT procedure uses a 

coupling recipe to create a resultant. The top element of 

the system stack points to the data structure for a coupling 

recipe. 

A coupling recipe is a set and two functions. The 

set contains the names of the systems to be coupled and the 

functions that define the interconnections between systems. 

For example; if Q is the set of systems, and-PI and F2 are 

the two functions, respectively, the resultant is defined by 

calling F1 and F2 with every combination of system names in 

Q. For any two systems A and B in Q, F1(_A,B) is either NULL 

or the input port of A which receives input from B. If 

PI(A,B) is not NULL, then F2(.B,A) speci.fi.es the output func

tion defined on the states of B which is the input function 

for F1(A,B). The resulting data structure is stored in 
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tabular form with each interconnection represented as shown 

in Figure 5.7. 

F2(B,A) 

F1(.A,B) 

0 0 0 0 

A 

•B 

Figure 5.7 Table Entry for Resultant 

SIMULATION Procedure: The SIMULATION procedure causes a 

system to be simulated for a certain time period in a certain 

environment. A more detailed explanation of simulation is 

given later in this chapter. 

LINE Procedure: The LINE procedure records the source 

program line which starts at the current position in the 

code. The R field of the code descriptor contains the line 

number. This information is recorded by the interpreter and 

can be used for debugging purposes. 

NOOP Procedure: The NOOP procedure increments the 

program counter by one descriptor address. It is used as 

filler when storage is allocated for a code descriptor before 

the actual code is known. If code is generated for the 

location, it replaces the NOOP. 



END Procedure: The END. procedure terminates program 

execution. Pinal program statistics are computed and the 

final copy of the symbol table is output. 

5.2.2 Some Special-purpose Procedures 

Most of the procedures that the DIGEST interpreter 

executes during the interpretation of the internal code are 

straightforward. The procedures for the simulation of 

systems and the check for set membership are notable excep

tions. Because of their importance to the implementation of 

DIGEST, these procedures are explained in detail in the 

next sections. 

Simulation: Simulation in DIGEST is time oriented. Each 

interval of time for a discrete system simulation is known as 

a cycle. For each cycle, the status of the simulation is 

updated. 

The entire process of updating the various simulated 

values each cycle is driven by four tables. The tables are: 

1. output table, 

2. input table, 

3. interconnection table, and 

system table. 

Each, table is accessed once each, simulation cycle. 

At the beginning of each, cycle, the current 

simulated time is checked against th.e specified duration. 
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If the simulated time is less than or equal to the duration, 

simulation continues. During a simulation cycle, the tables 

listed above are accessed in order. 

The output table controls the output from the 

simulation. The body of the output table consists of descrip

tors, where each descriptor specifies the output of the state 

of a component system or the output of an output function. 

If a table entry specifies the output of the state of 

a component system, the descriptor has the T field equal to 

the integer 1, the L field is 0 and the R field points to the 

value descriptor of the component system name (see Figure 5.8). 

SYSTEM n SYSTEM 

Figure 5.8 Output Table Entry for Component System 

If the table entry specifies the output of an output 

function, the descriptor has the T field equal to the integer 

2, the' L field points to the value field of the function name 

and the R field points to the value field of the name of the 

component system on whose state .the function is. to be 

computed (see Figure 5.9). 
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£ 
2 

/ 

FUNCTION 0 FUNCTION 0 
r 

£ SYSTEM 0 SYSTEM 0 

Figure 5.9 Output Table Entry for Output Function 

When all output is finished, the input to the system 

for this cycle is computed. The body of the input table 

consists of descriptors. Each descriptor connects an input 

function to an input port. The format of an entry is: 

T field - input port 

L field - input function 

R field - component system 

After all external input has been calculated, the 

input from interconnections is computed. The interconnection 

table is a copy of the table used in the data representation 

of resultants. Each entry in the table consists of two 

descriptors. The first descriptor contains the input port, 

the output function and the receiving system; the second 

descriptor contains the sending system (see Figure 5-7)• 
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After all input from Input functions and inter

connections has been computed, the next state for each 

component system is updated. The system table specifies the 

order in which the systems are updated. Each table entry is 

an integer which points to the value descriptor of a component 

system (see Figure 5.10). 

SYSTEM 

Figure 5.10 System Table Entry 

At the termination of next-state calculations, the 

current simulation cycle is finished. The simulated time is 

incremented by one unit and the process is repeated. 

Simulation is terminated when the simulated time 

becomes greater than the specified duration. Before control 

is returned to the interpreter, storage is regenerated. 

The approach to storage regeneration (or garbage 

collection) in the prototype implementation of DIGEST is yery 

simple. The only area of allocated storage which, is 

regenerated is the storage allocated during a simulation. 

There is nothing created during a simulation that is saved. 



after termination of the simulation. The SAVE procedure 

marks the storage allocation position before the simulation. 

Storage regeneration is accomplished by resetting the 

storage allocation position to this value. 

Set Membership: The basic idea of set membership is 

straightforward. It must answer the question, "Does this 

element belong to this set?" The complexity arises from the 

variety of ways of creating sets. 

As described in previous chapters, the DIGEST 

programmer has the options of defining sets or using 

predefined sets. Prom these, new sets can be created using 

the set operations. Each iteration in the creation process 

adds a level of complexity in the representation of the set 

and the algorithm to analyze the set. 

To help explain how the set membership procedure 

works, the following example is analyzed along with the 

narrative discussion. The two elements, 

VECTOR (0, 'EVEN') 

VECTOR (8, 3) 

are checked for membership in the set created by the 

expression 

R .-. 1(0,101 .X. I++ .U. E.4.3, 'ODD', 'EVEN' 1 

The tree' 'representation for th.e .set is. shown as Figure '5.11. 
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I++ LISTJ 

10 ODD 

Figure 5.11 Tree Representation of Set 

To simplify the set membership problem, the possible • 

nodes and leaves of a set representation are divided into 

two classes: 

1. nodes whose subsequents are themselves sets (.binary 

set operations), and 

2.. nodes which, with their immediate subsequents, 

define the elements, of a set and leaves which. 

define sets (LIST, R, 1++,. etc.). 
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Using these classes to form rules for transversing the tree, 

the set membership problem can be reduced to membership 

checks of one-dimensional elements, in individual sets. The 

importance of this reduction should become apparent from 

subsequent discussions. 

The basic set membership algorithm receives' a pointer 

to a set and an element. The element is considered to be an 

n-tuple where each member must be checked in order. A cursor 

is used to maintain the current position in the element Csee 

Figure 5.12). 

CURSOR- INTEGER 0 INTEGER 0 

STRING 0 STRING 0 EVEN 

Figure 5.12 Cursor Position in Element 

The set representation is transversed in a parallel 

operation to the cursor movements in the element. Each, 

element is checked for membership in the set definition in 

the data representation which, defines the proper dimension 

in the vector space. 

The basic transversal of' the tree is a preorder' 

transversal (15); however, a history of the transversal is 



maintained on a stack'. Under certain conditions, the order 

can be changed. These conditions are explained below. 

The basic algorithm starts, with the cursor positioned 

at the first member of the n-tuple and an empty stack. The 

tree is transversed in preorder fashion, pushing the des

criptors for each node in the first class (binary operations) 

onto the stack. The transversal continues until a node or 

leaf in the second class is encountered. For example, the 

set representation shown in Figure 5.11 would cause the 

stack to contain the descriptors shown in Figure 5-13. 

TOP 

• • 

.X. 

Figure 5.13 Set Membership Stack after Initial Transversal 

The transversal of the tree is now positioned at one 

of the defining sets for the current dimension of the vector 

space. The problem has been reduced to checking the element 

at the cursor position for membership in the set at which 

transversal stopped. While not a trivial task, the basic 

algorithms are not difficult. The' major problems arise from 

the data type conversions when the set consists of real 
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numbers and the element is an integer or vice versa. After 

membership has been checked, the result is stored for future 

use as a YES or NO. 

In the example, the set at which, transversal stopped 

is the set of all real numbers. Since both first elements 

of the two vectors in the example are integers, the set 

membership checks both return YES. 

Before transversal continues, the top node on the 

stack must be checked to see if normal transversal is to 

continue. This is done by popping the top descriptor from 

the stack. (If the stack is empty, transversal of the tree 

is complete. If the cursor is at tfie last member of the 

n-tuple, a descriptor with the last stored result is 

returned as the value of the membership check. If the cursor 

has not reached the final member of the n-tuple, a descriptor 

with data type NO is returned as the value of the membership 

check.) 

The actions taken by the algorithm corresponding 

to the data type of the node popped from the stack are: 

1. Union: If the current membership check returned 

NO, the right hand branch, is taken from the node 

popped from the stack! and transversal continues. If 

the current membership check, returned YES, the next 

stack item is popped. 



2.. Intersection: If the current membership check 

returned NO, the next item is popped from the stack. 

If the membership check returned YES, the right hand 

branch is taken and transversal continues. 

3.' Exclusion: 'If the current membership check returned 

NO, the next item is popped from the stack. If the 

current membership check returned YES, a descriptor 

with a special data type "exclusion-right hand side" 

is pushed onto the stack, the right hand branch is 

taken and transversal continues. 

4. Exclusion-right hand side: The result from the set 

membership check is reversed. If the check returned 

YES, it is changed to NO and vice versa. The next 

item is then popped from the stack. 

5. Vector Cross Product: If the current membership 

check returned NO, the next item is popped from the 

stack. If the membership check returned YES, the 

cursor is moved one position in the n-tuple, the 

right hand branch is taken and transversal continues. 

Clf no more members remain in the n-tuple, a descrip

tor with data type NO is returned as the value of the 

membership check.) 

To continue the example, the first node condition is 

checked. The node is for an exclusion. Both, elements in the 

example returned YES from the previous membership check, so 
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the right hand branch is taken, the special descriptor is 

pushed, and transversal continues. At this point in the 

membership check the stack has th.e. values shown in 

Figure 5-14. 

RHS 

.X. 

Figure 5.14 Set Membership Stack after an Exclusion Node 

Transversal stops at the set 1( 0 , 1 0 ] .  The membership 

check returns NO for the integer 0 in VECT0R(1, 'EVEN') and 

YES for the integer 8 in VECT0R(8, 3). The node condition 

for exclusion-right hand side reverses these results and 

pops the next item from the stack. 

The node condition for vector cross product finds 

that the element VECT0R(8, 3) is not a member of the set. 

The membership check of VECT0R(.8, 3) with the given set 

would return a descriptor with, data type NO to the system 

stack. The element VECTOR(.0EVEN' ) must be checked 

further. The cursor is moved to point to the string and 

transversal continues down the right hand branch. Figure 

5.15 shows the membership stack after this transversal. 
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Transversal stops at the set I++. The set membership 

check returns NO. Since the top Item on the stack is a 

union, the right hand branch is taken and transversal 

continues. 

.U. 

Figure 5-15 Set Membership Stack after Vector Cross Product 

Transversal stops at the set [*J.3S 'ODD', 'EVEN']. 

The set membership check returns YES. The stack is empty 

and the cursor is positioned at the last member of the 

n-tuple. Therefore, the last result from membership checking 

is returned as the data type of the descriptor returned on 

the system stack. 

Special note should be taken of a heuristic used in 

the node conditions for union. In order to return YES as 

the result from a union, only one side of the union must be 

satisfied. The following heuristic is used in the implementa

tion of DIGEST. If the first half of a union node is 

satisfied, the check of the second half is suppressed. It 

should be noted that this heuristi.c assumes that the sets 

defining each half of a union operation match elements of 

equal dimensionality. 
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Readers having a background in pattern matching with 

strings may have noticed a similarity between set membership 

in DIGEST and pattern matching. The element corresponds to 

the string, and the set to the pattern. The analogy can be 

carried a step further by comparing the union operation to 

alternation, the vector cross product operation to concatena

tion, etc. For example, consider the similarity in the 

items matched by the DIGEST set A defined by 

A = ['A', 'B'3 .U. CO! .U. [1] 

and the SN0B0L4 (12) pattern 

A = ANYC'AB') | 0 | 1 



CHAPTER 6 

MACHINE INDEPENDENCE AND PORTABILITY 

The concepts of machine independence and portability 

are often misconstrued to be the same. Part of the problem 

in differentiating between the two concepts is historical. 

In 1962 Halstead (14) used machine independence to describe a 

very general concept which included both machine independence 

and portability as they are understood today. The separate 

terminologies and distinctions between concepts have appeared 

only in more recent literature. 

Because of their evolutionary nature, the concepts of 

machine independence and portability vary from individual to 

individual. In order to facilitate a discussion of these 

topics in relation to DIGEST, the following definitions are 

made: 

1. Machine independence is a property of software design. 

It is used to indicate that a design is conceived or 

implemented without reliance on any particular 

machine architecture. 

2. Portability is measured by the effort required to 

move a program to a new machine. 
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6.1 Machine Independence 

Machine independence, aa it relates to languages and 

their implementations, is a relative concept. Machine inde

pendence in an absolute sense is impossible to achieve. In 

the following discussions, the term machine independence is 

used to denote the relative concept. 

The concept of machine independence is relevant to 

software design at several levels. At the language design 

level, the considerations are basically philosophical while 

at the implementation level, the considerations become more 

pragmatic. 

Most high-level languages are relatively machine 

independent. This is due to a level of abstraction between 

language design and the "real" world of machines. This 

abstraction can be maintained if the designer can divorce the 

language constructs from the properties of particular 

machines. 

A common problem in the machine independence of many 

high-level languages is the introduction of dialects. 

Dialects often result from an attempt to utilize the facili

ties of a particular environment in a more optimal fashion. 

What results is a "new" language, very similar to the origi

nal language, but more machine dependent in nature. For 

example, ANS FORTRAN (2) is relatively machine independent; 

however, Control Data Corporation's FTN FORTRAN (7) is much 



more machine dependent. In adding extensions to the basic 

FORTRAN, the PTN version also adds structures which depend on 

word lengths, radices, etc. 

The more pragmatic side of machine independence is 

the implementation problem. One of the most important 

aspects of a machine-independent implementation is the choice 

of the implementation language. The criteria for choosing an 

implementation language must take into consideration many 

aspects of that language. For example: 

1. How machine independent is the implementation 

language ? 

2. Can the data structures be easily defined in the 

implementation language? 

3. How efficient is the implementation language? 

4. How widely available is the implementation language? 

5. Is the implementation language well suited for 

writing the required procedures? 

The methods used to achieve machine independence in 

past implementations are quite varied. The implementation of 

ALTRAN (6) relies on the machine independence of ANS FORTRAN. 

Even so, the implementors realized the problems encountered 

in coping with machine differences and local dialects. For 

this reason, the implementation of ALTRAN is written in a 
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pseudo-language which looks much like FORTRAN. The additions 

to FORTRAN are macro calls which are Imbedded in the text. 

To Implement ALTRAN on a particular computer system, 

the machine-dependent macro definitions are written. A macro 

processor, M6 (13), which is implemented in FORTRAN, is used 

to expand the macros. The output from M6 is FORTRAN source 

code for the local FORTRAN compiler. 

All available languages were considered and rejected 

for implementing SNOBOL1! (12). The original implementation 

was written in a language designed specifically for that 

purpose. The SN0B0L4 implementation language, SIL , (11) is a 

machine-independent language which is considerably simpler 

than SN0B0L4. Therefore, SIL is easier to implement than 

SNOBOLU. 

The implementation of SIL relies on the availability 

of a macro assembler. Code written in SIL consists of macro 

calls. To implement SIL on a particular machine, the 

machine-dependent macro definitions must be written. The 

local macro assembler generates the SNOBOL^ system by 

expanding the SIL code. 

Two very similar methods for implementing machine-

independent software have been developed by Brown (5) and 

Waite (18). Their approach to the problem is to create an 

ideal "descriptive language" (5) or "abstract machine" (18) 

in which to code the implementation. After programming the 



implementation in the ideal language, the implementation is 

completed by implementing the ideal language. This is done 

by using a macro processor to map the ideal language to a 

suitable language which exists on the target machine. 

Brown uses the macro processor ML/I (4). The 

implementation of ML/I is a bootstrap process involving ML/I 

itself. The target language on an individual machine is 

usually the assembly language; however, this is in no way a 

requirement. 

Waite uses the macro processor STAGE2 (.17)• The 

implementation of STAGE2 is also accomplished by a bootstrap 

method. The basis for this implementation is SIMCMP (17) 

which is usually implemented in FORTRAN. 

6.2 Portability 

The portability of a program is measured by the 

effort required to move the program to a new machine. There 

are many factors involved in the portability of a program. 

Some of these factors are: 

1. the design of the program's logic and data, 

2. the existence on the target machine of a compiler, 

interpreter, assembler, etc. for the language in 

which the program is written, 

3. the programmer's knowledge of the program being 

installed on the new machine, 



4. the programmer's knowledge of the target machine, and 

5. the availability of the target machine. 

Because of the many and varied factors involved in 

portability, there is no precise quantitative measure of 

portability, nor would such a measure be meaningful. Porta

bility is measured by "gut feelings" or by experience on how 

easy it is to install a program on a particular machine. It 

is largely a matter of opinion. Even though a measure of 

portability is not readily available, the concept is quite 

valid. 

Past efforts at developing portable programs have 

been quite varied. The following discussion reviews some of 

these approaches. 

A very simple approach to portability is to write the 

program in a language which is available on all target 

machines. The use of ANS FORTRAN, COBOL, SN0B0L4 and other 

widely available languages has had limited success. The 

major problems are local dialects for the languages, machine-

dependent features and the lack of compatible compilers. 

The ALTRAN system is based on the approach mentioned 

:above. The portability of ALTRAN depends on the portability 

of ANS FORTRAN. ALTRAN is portable only to systems which 

support ANS FORTRAN. 

To install ALTRAN on a particular machine, the 

programmer has two tasks. First, the macro definitions 



which map the ALTRAN source code into FORTRAN for the local 

FORTRAN compiler are written. Second, a few machine-language 

primitives are written specifically for the target machine. 

The portability of the macro implementation of 

SN0B0L4 depends on the portability of SIL. The portability 

of SIL relies on the existence of a macro assembler on the 

target machine. The implementation of SIL requires the 

writing of about 130 macro definitions. 

The portability of programs written using the systems 

developed by Brown (5) and Waite (18) depends upon the 

implementation of the idealized language on the target 

machines. They propose to accomplish this implementation by 

mapping the idealized language to some language already 

available on the target machine using macro processors. 

Thus, the implementations depend upon the definition of 

macros for the macro processors. 

It should be noted that the implementation process 

does not require the macro processor to be available on the 

target machine. A cross-compiling technique can be used 

from a machine which already has the macro processor 

implemented. 

6.3 The Approach to DIGEST 

The approach to a machine-independent, portable 

implementation of DIGEST is based on the premise that the 

concepts of machine independence and portability can only be 
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realized in a relatiye manner. . Haying admitted that portions 

of the implementation are machine .depending and .must be 

rewritten for each new. machine,, the following design was 

adopted; 

1. The implementation is structured into two leyels. 

The upper leyel is machine independent with all 

machine-dependent features replaced by calls to 

primitive functions in the lower level. The lower 

leyel' consists of machine-dependent routines which 

interface the implementation into a particular 

machine environment. 

2. The upper level of the implementation is coded in an 

appropriate, high-level, machine-independent 

language. 

3. The lower level is coded in whatever language is best 

suited for doing each function on the particular 

machine. 

This design leayes two rather critical decisions to 

the implementor, They are; 

1. what language to use for the upper leyel, and 

2, what functions to place in the lower leyel. 

Choice of art Implementation Language: There are two 

alternate sources for implementation languages. An existing 
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language can be used or a new language can be designed 

specifically for the task. 

Using an existing language has the advantage of not 

requiring a new implementation language to be designed and 

then its.elf implemented. However, designing a specialized 

language specifically for implementing another language 

allows the exact structures and procedures needed for the 

implementation to be incorporated in the implementation 

language. Thus, the decision must be made by weighing the 

trade-offs involved between the two approaches. 

In considering feasible languages for the implementa

tion of DIGEST, most readily available languages were consid

ered. The criteria for the choice of a language were: 

1. the language must be available on the target 

machines, 

2. the language must be well standardized, 

3. the language must be suitable for writing the 

required procedures, and 

the language must be reasonably efficient in time 

and space. 

Such languages as LISP and COBOL were rejected 

because they are inappropriate to do the large number of 

numeric calculations required in DIGEST. ALGOL was rejected 

because of the lack of standard implementations. Languages 
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such as PL/I and BLISS were rejected because Implementations 

do not exist on many of the target machines. 

Of the available languages, SN0B0L4 and ANS FORTRAN 

were the only languages seriously considered to be reasonably 

appropriate. SN0B0L4 has the advantages of easily handling 

all types of data and the ability to define new data types 

within a program. SNOBOL^l is also highly standardized from 

installation to installation. The major disadvantages of 

SN0B0L4 are the large size and slow speed of most existing 

implementations. 

ANS FORTRAN, per se, is not widely available; 

however, it can be found as a subset of most local FORTRAN 

dialects on most machines. FORTRAN implementations are 

usually efficient in terms of both time and space, and 

FORTRAN is well suited for the numeric calculations required 

in DIGEST. The major disadvantages of ANS FORTRAN are the 

lack of character-handling facilities, lack of list-handling 

routines and inability to define new data types within a 

program. 

The alternative approach to using SN0B0L4 or 

ANS FORTRAN is to design a new implementation language. 

This approach was considered and rejected. The main reasons 

for rejection were: 

1. The design and implementation of a new implementation 

language is a very hard task for the implementor. 



Unless a much simpler language than DIGEST is 

designed, very little is gained. 

2. The portability of the implementation of DIGEST would 

rely on the portability of the implementation of the 

new language. Thus, the considerations involved in 

design of an implementation mentioned above would 

also have to be employed in the implementation of 

the new language. 

The final decision was to use ANS FORTRAN to implement 

DIGEST. This decision was made on two considerations: 

1. the inefficiencies of SN0B0L4, and 

2. the fact that the structure of the implementation 

into levels allows many of the functions for which 

FORTRAN is inappropriate to be handled at the lower 

level in another language. 

Structure of the Implementation: For each routine in a 

language implementation, a decision is made whether to put 

the routine in the upper level of the implementation or the 

lower level. This decision is fairly critical to the machine 

independence and portability of the implementation. It 

determines whether the routine is to be reconsidered for each 

new machine or considered machine independent and suitable 

for all machines. 
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These design decisions, in the structuring of an 

implementation are influenced by many factors. Most notably, 

the decisions are influenced by the choice of an implementa

tion language, the required data structures and the required 

I/O procedures. 

Implementing DIGEST in FORTRAN automatically requires 

all character manipulations to be handled by the lower level. 

These include all character I/O, string processing, string 

matching and the conversion of strings of digits to numerics. 

For storage efficiency, the integers comprising a 

descriptor are packed into as few address units as possible. 

-Since FORTRAN has no standard byte-manipulation facilities, . 

these routines are in the lower level. They return or 

receive three FORTRAN integers for each descriptor reference 

in the upper level. 

The lower-level routines comprise about 5 percent of 

the code written to implement DIGEST. There are approxi

mately 15 individual routines in the lower level. 

Porting the DIGEST Implementation: To implement DIGEST 

on a new machine, the program which implements DIGEST must be 

installed on that machine. This task consists of two basic 

phases: 

1. designing the representation of the DIGEST data items 

in terms of the storage units of the new machine, and 



2. writing the primitive functions required to interface 

the implementation into the new machine environment. 

The first task is fairly straightforward. The 

individual data items are defined as real numbers, charac

ters, integers or descriptors. The minimum storage required 

for each item is known, so their representation is fairly 

simple. 

The writing of the primitive functions is a somewhat 

more difficult task. The programmer must have a knowledge of 

the target machine since I/O interfaces and data-handling 

routines must be written in the context of that machine. 

Once the two tasks above have been completed, the 

implementation of DIGEST for the new machine is complete 

except for debugging. It would normally be expected that 

errors will occur in the porting process. It is advisable 

to develop a series of test programs which exercise the 

new implementation to check out as many language features as 

possible. 

Notice that the discussion above assumes that ANS 

FORTRAN is available on the target machine and the target 

machine is of sufficient size to handle the DIGEST system. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding chapters, of this dissertation, 

various aspects of the design and implementation of DIGEST 

are presented. In particular, the designs for data represen

tations and a machine-independent, portable implementation 

are covered in detail. This chapter is a summary of the 

results from the research involved in the implementation of 

DIGEST and presents the author's conclusions on various 

aspects of the research. 

7.1 Data Representations 

The designs for the DIGEST data representations 

presented in Chapter 4 are very general in nature. The 

primary reasons for maintaining a very general approach to 

the design of data structures is to achieve as much machine 

independence and flexibility as possible. 

The basic DIGEST data structures (descriptors, charac

ter strings, integers and real numbers) are independent of 

the attributes, of any particular hardware architecture such 

as word size, instruction set, etc. Thus, to implement the 

DIGEST data structures using the designs proposed in 

Chapter *J, the implementor must specify how the data 
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structures are to. be represented. i.n the computer. This 

consists of defining the DIGEST data structures in terms, of 

the storage units (bits, bytes, half words, words., etc.) of 

the specific machine. 

The only real restriction placed upon the implementor 

when designing the representation of th.e data structures for 

a particular machine is that the various; fields of a descrip

tor must be large enough, to contain the required information. 

For example, if indices are used to specify addresses in the 

allocated data region in DIGEST and this region contains 

4,000 addresses, all fields which can be used to specify an 

address must be at least 12 bits long. 

Another aspect of representing DIGEST data structures 

for a particular computer is the fact that these representa

tions rely on the character sets, integers and real numbers 

on each machine. Since machines vary widely in these 

matters, slight machine dependencies are introduced into the 

DIGEST source language. These dependencies are basically 

manifested in terms of notational differences in the source 

language and the magnitude and precision of numbers. For 

example, the DIGEST data structures have been implemented for 

both a Control Data Corporation 6400 computer (.CDC 6400} and 

a Digital Equipment Corporation System 10 computer. CDEC-10). 

Figure 7.1 shows alternate notations required because of 

character set differences. Alternate notations for operators 
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and special symbols not available on certain machines are 

usually chosen to. b.e mnemonic. Figure. 7.2 shows a comparison 

of some of the attributes, of numbers in the two 

implementations. 

Description CDC 6400 DEC-10. 

Single Quote . * i 

Double Quote + it 

Less Than or Equal < .LE. 

Greater Than or Equal > .GE. 

Union .U. • U. 

Figure 7.1 Notation - CDC 6400 and DEC-10 

Description CDC 6400 DEC-10 

Storage Required 
(One Word) 60 bits 36 bits 
Maximum Positive 
Integer 235 -1 
Maximum Positive 
Real Number 
(Single Precision) ~1.0 X 10322 ~1.7 x 1038 

Significant Digits 
Base 10 
(Single Precision) ~14 ~8 

Figure 7.2 Numbers - CDC 6400 and DEC-10 
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The facilities, for' numbers and characters on most 

computers are adequate to handle most programs written i.n 

DIGEST. Thus, porting a program written in DIGEST should 

require only minor transliterations. 

7.2 Machine Independence and' Portability 

7.2.1 Structure of the Implementation 

The approach, presented in Chapter 6 for structuring 

a machine-independent, portable implementation of DIGEST is 

based on the premise that machine independence cannot be 

achieved in an absolute sense. Thus, the separation of the 

implementation into two levels is intended to isolate the 

problems involved in machine independence and portability. 

Once isolated, these problems can be handled on an individual 

basis for a particular machine. 

DIGEST was originally implemented during a six-month 

period for a CDC 6400 and was then ported to a DEC-10. The 

porting consisted of recoding only those routines which are 

machine dependent (approximately 15 routines comprising about 

five percent of the code required to implement DIGEST). The 

entire porting effort required less than one week. 

7.2.2 Use of an Interpreter 

Besides structuring the implementation of DIGEST 

into levels, the major contributing factor to the portability 

of DIGEST is the interpretive nature of the system. By 
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implementing DIGEST as an interpreter, the difficult and 

machine-dependent task of generating the instructions for the 

particular machine is removed. Instead, the DIGEST compiler 

generates an internal code which; is machine independent in 

nature. 

A concern when developing an interpretive system is 

whether the implementation will be economically competitive 

with, other approaches. ' If programs written in DIGEST require 

so much, time and space that they cannot be run as a reasonable 

alternative to coding each individual model in some other 

language, the implementation of DIGEST would be of little 

use. 

In order to test the resources required by DIGEST, 

several models were coded in both FORTRAN and in DIGEST. 

Appendix B shows a DIGEST program and a FORTRAN program which 

simulate one of these test models. The statistics recorded 

from running these two programs which are fairly representa

tive are shown in Figure 7-3. 

The analysis of models written in both FORTRAN and 

DIGEST shows FORTRAN to be four times.as fast as DIGEST on 

very simple arithmetic type operations,. However, as the 

complexity of the models increased, the models, coded in 

FORTRAN were only twice as fast as. those coded in DIGEST. 

The author feels that ratios of 2:1 or even 4:1 for execution 

times (.DIGEST vs. FORTRAN) are quite reasonable for the 
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additional capabilities that DIGEST proyides the programmer 

in terms of semantic and syntactic compatibilities with thfi 

constructs of general system theory. 

Description DIGEST FORTRAN 

Memory Required 

Compile Time 

10 Time Unit Simulation 

100 Time Unit Simulation 

17Q0.Q words 

1.306 seconds 

•391 seconds 

3.387 seconds 

46Q0 words 

I.Q65 seconds 

.158 seconds 

1.498 seconds 

Figure 7*3 Statistics from Simulations 

7.3 Suggestions for Additional Research. 

The basic goal of the research leading to this 

dissertation was to achieve a machine-independent, portable 

implementation of DIGEST. Beyond the scope of this work 

are many additions or extensions to the implementation of 

DIGEST which the author feels merit additional research.. 

First, in relation to the basic research involved in 

the implementation of DIGEST, the author suggests the 

following projects: 

1. A set of test programs should be developed to validate 

each porting of DIGEST. This is a difficult task and 
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has rarely been done for. existing computer languages. 

A great deal of thought; mus.t go into, the' ̂ design of 

such. a system because of the' many language options, 

program contexts, etc. which are available in DIGEST. 

2,. DIGEST sfiould be implemented on as many machines as 

possible. If tfie implementation of DIGEST can be 

easily ported by an individual who is not knowledge

able about DIGEST nor as interested in the success of 

the portability effort as. th.e author, this would lead 

to an even stronger conclusion on the system design. 

3. A new implementation of DIGEST should be undertaken 

using an implementation language other than FORTRAN. 

This is an extensive task and would probably involve 

the design and implementation of a special language 

in which to implement DIGEST. The reason this 

suggestion is made stems from the experiences gained 

in implementing DIGEST. FORTRAN is not well suited 

for writing procedures for list or string processing. 

In retrospect, the author feels that a language 

whose semantics are more closely aligned to the 

processes required by DIGEST may provide a better 

base than FORTRAN. 

In addition to the suggestions above, the author also 

suggests the following projects, to continue research in the 

development of system theoretic languages. 
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1. A tutorial package should be. developed which i.s 

baaed on DIGEST. This, could be. a very valuahle tool 

in teaching the fundamentals of general system 

theory. 

2.. New implementations should be developed to handle 

models with either discrete or continuous time 

bases. This is a very- substantial project and will 

require a considerable expenditure of time and 

resources. 



APPENDIX A 

DIGEST GRAMMARS 

This appendix contains two context-free grammars 

which describe the syntax of DIGEST. The first grammar shows 

the syntax of DIGEST as it is written in a program while the 

second grammar is the syntax used by the parser. The differ

ence in the two grammars is the reduction of sequences of 

terminal symbols in the first grammar to single terminals in 

the second. This simplification represents an increase in 

the sophistication of the lexical analyzer. 

First Grammar: This description of the syntax of DIGEST 

is presented in a form of BNF (3) which has been slightly 

modified to reflect the author preferences. Nonterminals are 

enclosed in angular brackets, a vertical bar denotes alterna

tion and all other symbols to the right of the connective ::= 

in each production are terminals. 

<goal> ::= <statement> . 
<statement> ::= <sys> | <result> | <defaf> | <setstate> | 

<dis.p> | <compt> | <end> 
<sys> ::= LET <name> <spec> <conj> <name> = 

C <nlist> } <conj> <flist> | 
LET <name> = (. <nlist> \ <spec> <conj> 
<flis.t> | 

<res'ult>. 
<defaf> 
<setstate> 
<disp> 

LET <name> <spec> <conj> DEFINE <flist> 
LET <name> BE RESULTANT ( <name> ) 
<flist> 
SET <name> TO <expression> 
DISPLAY <name> | WRITE ' <name> ' 
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< compt> 

<end> 
<spec> 

<nlist> 
<flist> 
<assg> 
<funcqual> 
<qualexp> 
<restricts> 
<restrict> 
<func> 
<valassg> 
<cond> 

<condlist> 
<condt> 
<lside> 

<list> 
<expression> 

<term > 
<factor> 
<primary > 

<funcal> 

<predef> 
<setlnt> 

<lsb> 
<rsb> 
<protodef> 
<restlist> 

<rap> 
<numher> 
<setfunc> 
<relation> 

= < intro> <name> <time> <conj> <opf> GIVEN 
<inst> ; < inputfun> | <intro> <name> 
<time> GIVEN <inst> ; <inputf.un> , 

= END 
= BE A DISCRETE SYSTEM | 

BE A COUPLING RECIPE 
= <nlist><name> | <name> 
= <flist>. ; <assg> j <assg> 
= <funcqual> <func> | <func> 
= IP <qualexp> THEN 

<restrict> |' <restricts> <conj> <restrict> 
= <restricts> , <restrict> <restrict> 

<narae> .E. <expression> 
<lslde> = <vallassg> | = <vallassg> 
<expres.sion> | <expression> <cond> 
IP <condlist> <conj> <condt> | 
IP <condlist> | OTHERWISE 
<condlist> , <condt> | <condt> 
<expression> <relation> <expression> 
<name> | INPUTS ( <name> ) | STATES 
( <name> ) | INPUTPUNCTIONS C <name> ) | 
TIMESCALE ( <name> ) | MOTION ( <name> ) | 
<lside> ( <llst> ) J PI ( <integer> ) 
( <lside> ) 
<llst> , <expression> | <expresslon> 
<term> | <expresslon> <cart> <term> | 
<expression> <addop> <term> | <addop> 
<term> 
<factor> | <term> <mlsop> <factor> 
<primary> | <factor> <lowop> <primary> 
<name> | <number> | <NULL> | ' <name > ' | 
( <expression> ) | <funcal> | <predef> | 
[ <list> ] | [ <protodef> ] j <setfunc> 
<name> ( <list> ) | PI ( <list> ) | 
STEP ( <list> ) | CONSTANT ( <list> ) | 
VECTOR ( <list> ) | <funcal> ( <list> ) 
I | 1+ | I++ | R | R+ | R++ | <setint> 
I <lsb> <number> , <number> <rsb> | 
R <lsb> <number> , <nurnber> <rsb> 
( I [ 
) I ] 
<name> : <restlist> 
<restlist> 3 <name> <rap> <expression> | 
<name> <rap> <expression> 
.E. | .N. 
<real> | <integer> 
FUNCTIONS (. <list> ) 
= I * I s | a | < | > 
.EQ. | .NE. | .LE. | .GE. | .LT. | .GT. | 
.E. | .N. 
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<conj> 
<eart>. 
<addop> 
<mlsop> 
<lowop> 
<intro> 

<time> 
<opf> 

<inst> 

<inputfun> 

<real> 

<integer> 
<dlgit> 
<name> 

<letter> 

. 1 .  

= AND | WHERE 
= .**. I .X. 
= + I -
= * I / I .u.: 
= ** I .1. 
= COMPUTE AND OUTPUT THE STATES OP SYSTEM | 

COMPUTE THE STATES OP SYSTEM 
= UNTIL TIME <number> 
= OUTPUT <name> C <name> ) I 

<opf> ; OUTPUT <name> C <name> ) 
= INITIAL STATE ( <name> ) = <expression> I 

<lnst> ; INITIAL STATE ( <name> ) = 
^ ©xpi*© s s i on> 

= INPUTFUNCTION C <expression> ) = 
<expresslon> I <inputfun> ; INPUTFUNCTION 
C <expression> ) = <expression> 

= <lnteger> . <integer> I <integer> . 
. <integer> 

= <digit> I <lnteger> <digit> 
=  0 1 1 1 2  |  3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1  
= <letter> | <name> <letter> I <name> 

<digit> 
=  A | B | C | D | E | P | G | H | I |  

K | L | M | N | 0 | P | W | R | S  
U I V I W I X I Y I Z 

I 

J I 
I T | 

Second Grammar: The second grammar has been rearranged 

and many sequences of terminals have been combined into a 

single terminal. For example, the terminal DESYS has 

replaced the sequence 

BE A DISCRETE SYSTEM 

Other examples are NAME, INTEGER, REAL, etc. 

<goal> 
<statement> 

<id> 
<sys> 

<statement> . 
<result> | <defaf> I <setstate> | <compt> | 
<sys> | <disp> | <end> 
NAME 
LET <id> <spf> <conj> NAME = ( <nlist> ) 
<conj> <flist> | <id> <spf> <conj> DEFINE 
<flist> | <id> = C <nlist> ) <spf> <conj> 
<flist> 
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< spf > 
<nlist> 
<result> 
< intro> 
<compt> 

<tlxnm> 
<opf> 

<inst> 

<inpt> 
<inputfun> 

<setstate> 
<defaf> 
<flist> 
<assg> 
<funcqual> 

<qualexp> 
<restricts> 
<restrict> 
<par> 
<valassg> 
<func> 
<asg> 
<lside> 

< funcal> 

<list> 
< ifcd> 
<cond> 

< condlist> 
< condt> 

< conj> 
<expresslon> 

<term > 
< sfactor> 

DESYS | COUPRES 
<nlist > , NAME | NAIVE 
LET <id> BE ( NAME ) 
COMP | COMPOUT 
<intro>' <id> <conj> <opf> GIVEN 
<inst> ; <Inputfun> | <intro> <ld> <tlmm> 
GIVEN <lnst> ; <inputfun > 
UNTIL TIME <number> 
OUTPUT NAME C <lside> ) |' <opf> ; 
OUTPUT NAME C <lside> ) 
NI ( NAME ) = <expression> | <inst> ; 
NI ( NAME ) =' <expression> 
INPUTPUNCTION 
<inpt> C <lside> ) =' <expression> | 
<inputfun> ; <inpt> ( <lside> ) = 
<expression> 
SET <id> TO <expression> 
<flist> 
<flist> ; <assg> | <assg> 
<funcqual> <func> | <func> 
<ifff> <qualexp> THEN 
IP 
<restrict> | <restricts> <conj> <restrict> 
<restrict> , <restricts> | <restrict> 
<par> ROP <expression> 
NAME 
<expression> <cond> | <expression> 
<lside> <asg> <valassg> | <asg> <valassg> 

NAME | INPUTS ( NAME ) | STATES ( NAME ) 
NJ ( NAME ) | TS ( NAME ) | MOTION 
( NAME ) | <lside> ( <list> ) | PI 
(. <number> ) ( <lside> ) 
NAME ( <list> ) | PI ( <list> ) | STEP 
( <list> ) | CONSTANT ( <list> ) | VECTOR 
( <list> ) j <funcal> ( <list> ) 
<list> , <expression> | <expression> 
IP 
<ifcd> <condlist> <conj> <condt> | <ifcd> 
< condlist> | OTHERWISE 
<condlist> , <condt> | <condt> 
<exp> RELATION <expression> | 
<expression> = <expression> j 
<expression * <expression> | 
<expression> ROP <expression> 
AND | WHERE 
<term> | <expression> ADOCR <term > | 
ADOCR <term> 
<sfactor> | <terra> MLOSP <sfactor > 
<primary> | <sfactor> LOWOP <primary> 



<primary> 

<number> 
<protodef> 
<restlist> 

<predef> 
<setinter> 
<setf:orm> 
<lsb> 
<rsb> 
<setfunc> 
<disp> 
<end> 

= NAME I <nunjber> | NULL I ' NAME * I 
C <expreasion> ) I <funcal> I ^predef> 
STATES C NAME ) | INPUTS (. NAME ) I 
[ <liat> 1 | [ <protodef> 1 I <setfunc> 

= REAL | INTEGER 
= NAME : <restllst> 
= <restlist> , NAME ROP <expression> I 

NAME ROP <expression> 
= CONSET I I I R | <setinter> 
= I <setforin> I R <setforin> 
= <lab> <number> , <number> <rsb> 
= C I [ 
= ) I 1 

= FUNCTIONS ( <list> ) 
= DISPLAY NAME | WRITE 1 NAME ' 
= END 



APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE PROGRAMS 

This appendix contains two sample programs. The 

first program is written in DIGEST and the program listing 

is followed immediately by its. output. The second program 

is written in FORTRAN and is also followed by its output. 

Both programs implement a very simple model of a discrete 

system which delays the input received by three time units. 

The DIGEST model is defined in the source language as 

a discrete system. The delay is accomplished by using a 

vector to store values as they are received as input. The 

vector acts as a first-in, first-out queue. Thus, the time 

required for a particular input to propagate through the 

vector is exactly three time units. 

The FORTRAN program represents the model implicitly 

in the code. The delay is accomplished in much, the same way 

as in DIGEST using an array. One difficulty the programmer 

has in writing such models in FORTRAN is the fact that 

FORTRAN has integer variables and real variables but has no 

type of variable which can change according to the type of 

value being assigned. Thus., the jnodel written in FORTRAN 

has duplicate storage locations and an indicator for each 

dimension to tell if the value is a real or' integer. 
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DIGEST Program; 

GFNERAL SYSTEM THEORY SIMULATION CDC 6<»00 VERSION 1.0 07/10/73 

t 
2 
3 

* 

* 

9  

GENERAL SYSTEM THEORY HOOEL FOR A THREE TIHE UNIT DELAY. 

i. 
5 e 

« 
9  

9  

INPUTFUNCTION. 
Q 
r IF T .E. I•• THEN 

F<T»=IT*2)-10.0»CT-1)/2.0 IF (T-ll/2.0 .E. i: 
9 = CTHil OTHERWISE. 
10 « 

It 9  DELAY. 
12 V 
13 N = 3 . 
lit • 

15 9  SYSTEM DEFINITION. 
16 9  

ir LET OEL«r TE A DISCRETE SYSTEM AND OEFINE 
IS 9  

19 • DFFINE STATES. 
20 9  

21 S = R MS 
22 V 
23 DEFINE INPUTS. 
2 k  « 
25 P = RS 
26 • 

27 9  DEFINE "OTION FUNCTION. 
28 9  

29 IF * »E. S AND 0 .F. P THEN 
30 PHIMM(CINSTANHQ) .1) IX)» = 0? 
31 PI<2)CHCC0NSTANTI0»,1>CX>> = PI(H(*I! 
32 PI(3)IMtcnNSTANTlQItl>«X>I = PI<2MX>. 
33 9  

31. 9  DEFINE OUTPUT FUNCTION. 
35 9  

36 A = R .•*. N . 
37 9  

38 IF X .E. A THEN 
39 QR(X) = PU3MXI . 
••0 9  

41 9  SIMULATION COMMAND. 
1*2  9  

U3  COHDUTE AND OUTPUT THE STATES OF SYSTEM DELAY UNTIL TIME 10 ANO 
OUTPUT 0*CSTATES<0ELAY» 1 GIVEN 

«i5 INITIAL STATEIDELAY) = VECTOR 10,0,0)! 
<>6 INPUTFUNCTIONCINPUTSCDELAY)) = F. 
H7 * 

M • END OF PPOGRAH. 
<•9 * 

50 END. 



1.306 SECOMOS COMPILE TIME 

OUTPUT FOR TINE 0 

STATEtDECAY 

QR (STATEIDELAY 

) = **VECTOR*» 
0 
0 
0 

n= o 

INPUT SECTION 

Pit 1)tINPUTCOELAY » »  =  

OUTPUT FOR TIHE 1 

STATECDELAY 

QR ISTATECOELAY 

) = "VECTOR** 
l* 
0 
0 

M= 0 

INPUT SECTION 

PI( 1)(INPUTtDELAY )l= ,300CE»01 

OUTPUT FOR TIHE 2 

STATE(OELAY 

QR ISTATEIOELAY 

) = "VECTOR** 
• 30 00E+ 01 

<• 
0 

)»= 0 

INPUT SECTION 

PIC 1)(INPUT(DELAY »»= 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

QR 

STATOOELAY ) = "VECTOR** 
6 

.soope+oi 
k 

(STATFIOELAY ))= li 

INPUT SECTION 

PI< 1)CIMPUT(DELAY >1 = -.5030E»01 



OUTPUT FOR TIME U 

QR 

STATEIOELAY 

CSTATE(DELAY 

1 = ••VECTOR'* 
-.500QE»01 

6 
•SOOOEtOl 

>» = .3000E+01 

INPUT SECTION 

PIC II tINPUMDELAY ) ) = 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

QR 

STATEIOELAY ) = ••VECTOR" 
5 

-.5000E*01 
6 

CSTATECDELAT Jl= 6 

INPUT SECTION 

PI( 1)CINPUTCDELAY » »= -.1300E«-02 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 6 

STATEIOELAY 

QR (STATE(DELAY 

1 = ••VECTOR*" 
-.130CEV02 

0 
-• 500CE#-01 

11= -.SOOOE^Ol 

INPUT SECTION 

PI( 1)(INPUT(DELAY > >  =  10 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 7 

STATE(DELAY 

QR (ST ATE(DELAY 

) = ••VECTOR'* 
10 

1390E+02 
8 

))•= 8 

INPUT SECTION 

PI( 111 INPUT(DELAY }»= -•2100E *02 

OUTPUT FOR TIME « 

STATE(DELAY ) = ••VECTOR'* 
-•2100E* 02 

10 



QR ISTATEIDELAY 
-.1300EHJ2 

»»= -•1300E+02 

112 

INPUT SECTION 

PH II CIWUTCDELAY ) 1= 12 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 9 

STATECDELAY 

QR ISTATEIDELAY 

) = "VECTOR** 
12 

-.2100E102 
10 

lis 10 

INPUT SECTION 

P i t  11(INPUTIDELAY >1= -.2900E#-0 2 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 10 

STATEtDELAY 

QR CSTATF(DELAY 

1 = "VECTOR** 
-.29Q0E»02 

12 
-.210CE«-02 

)»= -•2100E*02 

INPUT SECTION 

PI( 1)CINPUTtDELAY >1 = 

.391 SECONDS EXECUTION TIME 
•••NORMAL PROGRAM TERMINATION 

1<» 

OUMP OF VARIABLES 
T 
F 
N 
DELAY 
S 
P 
X 
Q 
H 
A 
QR 

UNKNOWN 
FUNCTION 
INTEGER 
SYSTEM 
UNKNOWN 
UNKNOWN 
UNKNOWN 
UNKNOWN 
UNKNOWN 
SET 
FUNCTION 
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FORTRAN Main Program; 

CDC 61.00 FTN V3.0-°3*0 OPT=l 07/17/73 
DIMENSION ><<31,1X13,21 

c 
C FORTRAN SIMULATION OF A THREE TIME UNIT DELAY 
C 

5 C 
C USE XCI) IF THE I-TH VALUE STORED IS REAL 
C USE IX (I«?) IF THE I-TH VALUE STORED IS AN INTEGER 
C 
c 

10 C IXfT.ll = 0 IMPLIES I-TH VALUF IS INTEGER 
0 IX«T,t) s 1 IMPLIES I-TH VALUE IS RFAL 
C 

TIMEa^ecoMOITIMEl 
P9IMT «5,TIMP 

15 5 FORMAT(1H1,/,1F15«J,21H SECONDS COMPILE TIHE > 
no 10 T = t, 3 
TX(I,1)=0 

10 IX tx,?l = 0 
DO SO 1=1,11 

20 J=t-1 
C 
C OUTPUT THE CURRENT STATE 
r4 

POINT 11,J 
25 11 FO°MATt//f17H OUTPUT FOR TIME tI5,/l 

PPp'T 12 
12 FnoM/iTmy.PSHSTATFfOELAYI s ••VECTOR**) 

no IS K*l,3 
; IFtlXCK,!)) m,13*U 
"30 13 PRINT l«i,IX<*,?) 

GO TO 15 
1U PRINT I7,XJKI 
is co»irTM'ic 
16 FO»'<ATt2<JV,Tl 01 

35 17 FO*MAT(2*Xf F10.M 
IF(IYM,1)> 20,18,20 

19 PRINT 19,1X13,21 
19 F09MAT(l']Xtl f HOP. 1ST ATE <DELAY) l=,1111) 

GO T0 25 
<»0 20 PRINT ?1,X(3) 

21 FORMAT (10 X,1 7HOPISTATEIDFLAY) )«,1E11*<*) 
25 PRINT ?6 
C 
C COMPUTE ANO OUTPUT THE INPUT 

45 C 
26 FORMAT(// , 15H INPUT SECTION ,/) 

CALL INPFfJ,°) 
IF(J)30,32,30 

30 J=I*-T*(P) 
50 PPINT .31,J 

31 FO°MATC7X,20HPI(1)CINPUT<OELAY)) =,1II1) 
GO TO .35 

32 PRINT 33,P 
33 FORMATC7X,20HPIC1) <INPUT!DELAY))=, 1E11 •<*) 

55 C 
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FORTRAN Main Program (continued): 

CDC 6U00 FIN V3.0-P3W 0PT=i 07/17/73 

C c C0MOUTC the next state 
35 no WO «*lt2 

ZF(IX(LtlU37«369 37 16 IXU»1,?>=IX<L«2> IX(L+1«1)s0 GO TO ttO 
65 37 XaMI=*(l> 

TV<l»t,t)rt 
i«o comti>mje if(j) 
*.1 TX(1,1U0 

70 I* C1 • 2) -.1 i GO TO ®>0 
H2 XfllsP 

ixu»n=i 
50 CONTINUE 75 P.=SEC0N0CR) 

TIHE-P-TIME PRINT 51»TIME 51 FOR HAT (/*1F15* 3« 21H SECONDS FXECUTTON TIME 
STOP 

n<! END 

FORTRAN Subroutine: 
SUBROUTINE IN»F CDC 6<#00 FTN V3.0-*»3«i0 OPT*l 07/17/73 

suipoutinf inpfiit,p> 
C 
C SUOROUTINE FOR COMPUTING INPUT FOP MOOEl 
C 

5 C 
C R RFTURNS VALUE 
C IT OENOTES TYPE 
C 
C 0 - REAl 

10 C 1 - INTEGER 
C 

X-FLOATCITI 
IF|AMOO(IX-l•0)/2*0tl*0))20*10«20 

10 Pr<X*2.0>-10.0MX-1.0>/2.0 
15 IT=0 

RETURN 
20 P*X*l» 

ITsl 
RETURN 

*0 ENO 



1.065 SECONDS COMPILE TIME 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

STATE(DELAY) = "VECTOR" 
0 
0 
0 

QRISTATEIOELAYI) = 0 

INPUT SECTION 

PIC1) (INPUT(DELAY)) = 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

ST ATE(DELAY) = "VECTOR" 
U 
0 
0 

OR(STATE(DELAYJ)= 0 

INPUT SECTION 

PT(1)(INPUT(DELAY))= .3000£«-01 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

STATE(DELAY! = "VECTOR" 
.3 00 0E *01 

t* 
0 

QR(ST ATE(DELAYl 1 = 0 

INPUT SECTION 

PII11(INPUT(DELAY))= 

OUTPUT FOP TIME 

ST ATE(DELAY) = "VECTOR" 
6 

• 3 000E + 01 
<4 

QR(STATE(nELAYI)= «» 

INPUT SECTION 

PI(1) (INPUT(DELAY) )= -.SOOOE+Ol 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

ST ATE(DELAY) = ••VECTOR** 
-.SOOOE+Ol 



6 
.3000£»01 

QR1STATE(DELAY)I= .3000E+01 

INPUT SECTION 

PItl)CINPUTtOELAY))= 

116 

OUTPUT FOP. TIME 

ST ATE (DELAY) = "VECTOR" 
8 

-.5000E4-01 
6 

QR(STATElOELAY))= 6 

INPUT SECTION 

PHI) (INPUT(DELAY))= -.1300E+02 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 

ST ATE(DELAY) = »»VECTOR»* 
-.130 0E»-02 

8 
-.509CE«-01 

QR(ST ATE(DELAY))= -.5000S + 01 

INPUT SECTION 

Pill)(INPUT(DELAY))= 10 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 7 

STATEIOELAY) = *»VECTOR»» 
10 

-.1330E»02 
S 

QR(ST ATE(DELAY)) = 8 

INPUT SECTION 

PI<1)(INPUT(DELAY))= -.2100E+02 

OUTPUT PO® TIME 8 

ST ATE(DELAY) = •»VFCT1R»* 
-.2100E4-Q2 

10 
-.13T0Et02 

QR(ST ATE(DELAY)) = -.1310E»02 

INPUT SECTION 

Pill)(INPUT(DFL AY)) = 12 



OUTPUT FOR TIME 

STATE JOEL AY) = **VECTO<?.»» 
12 

-.2100F+02 
IP 

Q!M ST ATE(TELAY))= 10 

INPUT SECTION 

PItl)(INPUT(DELAY))= -.2900E«-02 

OUTPUT FOR TIME 10 

STATEIOELAY) = *»VECTOR»» 
-•2900E+02 

12 
-.2100E + .12 

QRCSTATElOELAY))= -.2100E+02 

INPUT SECTION 

Pill)IINPUT(TELAY>)= 

.158 SECONDS EXECUTION 

1«» 

TIME 
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